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Results 2015

Annual overview 2015
First quarter

1 Non-delivery

332 mln

665 kton

Security of supply

Dividend

CO2 emissions

2014
1 Non-delivery

2014
362 mln

2014
548 kton

2

5

16,684 TWh

1,179 TWh

Pipeline damages without gas leak

Gas traded via TTF

Gas transported

2014
3

2014
13,216 TWh

2014
1,233 TWh

553 mln

3.1

3.1 mln m3

Net result

Reportables per million hours worked

Gas recompressed

As of 1 January 2015, Vertogas is issuing Certificates of Origin for renewable gas,acting on
behalf of the Minister of Economic Affairs.
The first actions taken in the context of the campaign to promote safe working (Veilig
werken? Zeker weten!) were rewarded: employees who identified unsafe situations or unsafe
behaviour were given the chance to donate € 500 to a charity of their choice.
The second phase of the Elbe culvert project was completed. A gas transport pipeline of 1,550
metres was successfully extended through the tunnel constructed under the Elbe.
Fifteen new company vehicles running on green gas were put into operation. Our technicians
will conduct a pilot with these vehicles to see if our entire fleet of 187 company vehicles could
eventually run on green gas.
The decision was taken to invest in a new transport management system for the GTS
network.
Gasunie co-signed the ‘Green Deal HarvestaGG Noord’, which enables the large-scale
processing of specially grown grass as green input for a wide range of products, including
bio-LNG.
Gate terminal started the construction of an LNG break-bulk facility in the port of
Rotterdam, giving a new boost to the use of LNG as a clean and affordable fuel for the
transport sector in the Netherlands and north-west Europe.
Second quarter
Under the motto of ‘Let’s design our energy’, Gasunie introduced the ‘Metro Card’, our vision
of the future of gas and energy.
The 100th LNG tanker, the Coral Anthelia, moored at Gate terminal.

2014
603 mln

2014
5

2014
1.9 mln m3

The decision was taken to adjust Gasunie’s infrastructure in the earthquake zone in
Groningen to ensure it can withstand bigger earthquakes.
Third quarter

8

16.9 mrd m3

1,748 fte

Injuries resulting in absence

Gas converted

Employees

GTS published its first Network Development Plan to provide insight into future business
scenarios and their effects on our gas transport network.
The old Elbe culvert was successfully removed.
The Fockbek-Ellund pipeline was put into operation. This pipeline contributes significantly to
the security of supply in Germany and Scandinavia.

2014
11

15th position,
181 points

2014
4.8 mrd m3

2014
1,704 fte

S&P: AA-, Moody's: A2

7,205 ton

Credit ratings

Methane emissions

2014
A2
A+

2014
8,111 ton

Fourth quarter

Score Transparency Benchmark

2014
39e spot
161 points

A bond loan of € 500 million was repaid.

EnTranCe opened a new sustainable energy pilot platform in Groningen, with Gasunie as
partner.
A decision was taken to split up the subsidiary GTS B.V. into two separate transmission
companies as of 1 January 2016, creating GTS B.V. (Gasunie Transport Services) and GGS B.V.
(Gasunie Grid Services).
The Dutch Association for Sustainable Energy was co-founded by Gasunie, with the aim of
accelerating the transition to a sustainable energy supply based on renewable sources.
The milestone of 100 billion m3 of gas transported to the European Union via Nord Stream
was reached.
S&P raised our credit rating to AA-.

These results contribute to the following values

In a customer satisfaction survey, customers gave the service provision of GTS a rating of 7.8.

Safe and reliable energy supply

Attractive and reliable employer

Financial value

Sustainable relationship with society

Sustainable energy supply

More about our value creation, see page 7

The virtual gas trading platform TTF strengthened its leading position in continental Europe.
Together with our employees, the Works Council and the trade unions, we drew up a new
proposal for HRM and employment conditions policy.
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About us
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Value creation
We are a state-owned company and the Dutch State
is our only shareholder. Our employees are spread
over more than 30 locations in the Netherlands
and northern Germany. Our headquarters are in
Groningen (the Netherlands), and our main office
in Germany is located in Hannover. By making use
of suppliers, contractors and subcontractors in the
Netherlands and Germany, we make an important
contribution to local employment opportunities.

Mission
Gasunie is a leading European gas infrastructure
company. We serve the public interest, offer
integrated transport and infrastructure services
to our customers, and adhere to the highest safety
and business standards. We focus on short- and
long-term value creation for our shareholder(s), other
stakeholders and the environment.

We contribute to the transition to a sustainable
energy supply in which gas, of various kinds, ensures
a stable and affordable energy system. To this end,
together with partners, we develop sustainable
technologies and infrastructure. For instance, we are
investing in projects for the feed-in of green gas into
our network, as well as in infrastructure for the use of
LNG for water and road transport.

Profile
Our task is to ensure safe, reliable and affordable
gas transport, which is of crucial importance to
society. Through our infrastructure, services and
geographical position, we are at the heart of the
European gas market. Our infrastructure connects
end users and suppliers of energy. It functions as an
international hub for the supply and throughput of
gas. For this purpose, we manage and develop gas
infrastructure and gas trading points: gas transport
networks, international transit pipelines, gas
storage, LNG infrastructure and virtual gas trading
points. This enables us to contribute to a liquid,
competitive and reliable European energy market.
Through our network in the Netherlands and
Germany, we transport nearly a quarter of the
total gas consumption in the European Union.
We occupy an independent position in relation
to production companies and/or suppliers, and
apply an open-access model. This means that our
infrastructure is available to all our customers on
equal conditions. Our services in this regard are
transparent and non-discriminatory. The customers
that make use of these services are gas producers,
energy suppliers, traders and end users such as
power stations and large industries.

Value creation model
Our value creation model shows the input (financial,
produced, intellectual, human, social & relationships,
and nature) that we use to achieve our strategic
objectives, and the value we add through our core
activities.

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Vision
We believe in a sustainable future with a balanced
energy mix and a lasting role for diversified gas.
We believe that we serve our customers best with
innovative gas infrastructure solutions.

Our internal value creation chain consists of activities
and processes for our transport and infrastructure
services. In this chain, we act as an employer, partner,
neighbour, customer, knowledge institution and
a party contributing to the revenues of the Dutch
State.

We deploy

We create
Safe and reliable energy supply

Produced

		Liquid gas market
		Services matching to customer needs
		Contribution to European security of supply

Pipelines and installations
Process and technical safety
Energy
Products and services

Financial
Invested capital
Tariffs/revenues determined by regulators

MISSION & VISION

Financial

		Affordable gas transport
		Revenues/profit
		Taxes
		Dividend for the benefit of the Dutch State
		Contribution to job creation

governance
Nature
Attention for flora & fauna
Certified environmental care (ISO)

strategy
& means

opportunities
& risks

ACTIVITIES
& PROCESSES

Social & relations

Social & relations

Regular consult with stakeholders
Social commitment

results

Human
Own employees
Employees of third parties
Occupational safety

Intellectual
ICT systems
Knowledge
Innovations
Education & training

Nature

		Footprint reduction		
		CO neutral gas supply in 2050
2

objectives

		Sustainable relation with our environment
		Trust in gas as reliable source for
energy & heath

Human

		Attractive & reliable employer
		Healthy & well-educated employees
		Safe work environment

Intellectual

		Cooperation wrt energy transition/innovation
		(International) knowledge exchange

This model is based on the IIRC guidelines for integrated reporting.
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Participations
We participate, usually in cooperation with
other parties, in a number of companies that
contribute to the security of supply in the field of
gas in Europe. The most important of these are
mentioned below.

BBL
BBL is a pipeline from Balgzand in the
Netherlands to Bacton in the UK.
The pipeline contributes to a stable supply
of gas in the United Kingdom, which to a
large extent has become dependent on
imported gas for its gas supply. We have a
60% interest in BBL Company Vof.
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Gate
The Gate (Gas Access To Europe) terminal is
located on the Maasvlakte in Rotterdam and
is as yet the only import terminal for liquefied
natural gas (LNG) in the Netherlands. The
increasing need for natural gas, combined
with declining European production, means
that additional gas will need to be imported.
Through Gate, the Dutch gas transport grid
is connected to the global supplies of natural
gas, thus contributing to the diversification
of the gas offer in Europe. At the terminal,
LNG is stored, regasified and pressurised
for distribution to the Dutch gas transport
network. Gate allows quick access to the large
nearby natural gas markets in north-west
Europe. In addition, Gate is developing into
a hub for LNG imports and exports, with a
versatile offering of small-scale LNG services.
This enables Gate customers to distribute
LNG as a cleaner fuel for sea-going vessels,
ferries, trucks, and for industrial applications.
We have a 50% interest in Gate terminal C.V.

Peakshaver
The Peakshaver installation on the
Maasvlakte in Rotterdam liquefies natural
gas (LNG) and stores it in tanks. The natural
gas can be used on days with heavy frost,
when small-scale consumers (domestic
households) need extra natural gas. At peak
times, LNG is liquefied and then delivered
to the gas transport network of Gasunie
Transport Services (GTS). We have a 100%
interest in Gasunie Peakshaver B.V.

NEL
The Nordeuropäische Erdgas Leitung (NEL)
is the connecting pipeline between Nord
Stream and our German network. It allows
gas from Russia to flow directly into our
network. The management and operation
of NEL forms an integral part of the
network management activities of Gasunie
Deutschland. We have a 25.13% interest in
NEL.

EnergyStock
This facility for underground gas
storage compensates for short-term
fluctuations in the supply and demand
of natural gas. The very high flexibility of
this buffer (quick storage and dispatch)
is important for balancing the portfolios
of the EnergyStock customers and
the GTS network. In addition, the gas
storage is used by traders who take
advantage of price fluctuations in the
energy market. We have a 100% interest
in EnergyStock B.V.

Nord Stream
Nord Stream is a double natural gas
pipeline through the Baltic Sea. It has
provided the European pipeline network
with an extra connection to gas flows
from Russia. With production in Europe
continuing to decline, Nord Stream is
important for ensuring sufficient gas
supply capacity on the European market.
We have a 9% interest in Nord Stream A.G.
(Since 2015, the current pipeline has also
been called Nord Stream I, to distinguish
it from a potential new pipeline project
under the same name in which Gasunie
has no interest.)

ICE Endex
ICE Endex is a leading exchange in
continental Europe for spot gas and
derivatives markets. ICE Endex facilitates
the trade in natural gas, but also the
trade in electricity, biomass and gas
storage futures. Amongst other things,
it facilitates the trade flows of the
Dutch TTF, the largest gas trading point
in Europe. We have a 20.88% interest in
ICE Endex.

Vertogas
Subsidiary Vertogas works by order of
the Ministry of Economic Affairs as a
certification authority for green gas.
It issues certificates that confirm the
sustainable origin of green gas and prove
the sustainability of the production
method in a transparent way. We have a
100% interest in Vertogas.
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EnergyStock: rapid and flexible underground gas storage
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LNG ensures a diverse
offering of natural gas. This
is increasingly important,
because our own European
production is declining. Future
scenarios show that LNG’s share
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In an underground salt mountain in the Province of Groningen,
cigar-shaped caverns have been leached out for the storage of
natural gas. The Groningen gas stored in the caverns is used by
EnergyStock’s customers to meet the fluctuations in demand
from households and industries, or to trade on the energy
exchanges.

The demand for gas during a typical day shows a pattern of
peaks and troughs. For example, there is much more demand
for gas when we all get up, shower and start heating our
homes and offices in the morning. In order to meet this peak
demand, energy suppliers can call on EnergyStock’s natural
gas buffer.

	Production from north-west
Europe and import from Norway
Typical pattern of demand for gas in the Netherlands

Conventional production North-West Europe + import Norway

LNG for industry:
LNG is an environmentally friendly
alternative for industries that are not
connected to a grid and use LPG or fuel oil,
for instance, to meet their energy needs.

than fuel oil
• Often cheaper than diesel
• Meets current and future
emission requirements in regions
where only low-sulfur fuel is
allowed (e.g., Scandinavia)

LNG for road/rail transport:
• For trucks above 16 tons
Demand Limited Progress
• Alternative for diesel trains
• Cleaner, quieter and cheaper than diesel
• Trucks using LNG may enter limited
access zones outside access times
• Restocking town centres
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1 day

Gas bought
Demand for gas

EnergyStock’s natural gas buffer is unique in its speed and flexibility. Unlike seasonal storage, it can easily switch from injecting to
withdrawing (and vice versa), a process that takes less than half an hour. The graph below shows how the gas flows in the installation
follow the patterns of the demand for gas in the Netherlands. In this way, it contributes to people’s comfort throughout the
Netherlands.

EnergyStock: gas flows (MWh/d) and volume (MWh) at a cold day
The role of LNG is becoming increasingly
important. For the fourth year in a row,
the throughput of LNG through Gate
terminal has increased. What is that
LNG used for?
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s
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LNG is brought in from all over the
world in large and medium-sized
tankers.

Withdrawal
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LNG is stored in three large tanks
on the site.
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Distribution of LNG by road has grown
considerably, for both industrial
applications and as fuel for trucks, inland
vessels and sea-going vessels. Within
two years, Gate terminal had loaded its
thousandth truck. A second terminal for
loading trucks is currently being built.

Via pipelines, LNG is transported
from the jetties to the storage
tanks, the loading terminal
for trucks, the new break-bulk
facility and the regasification
installation, from where, in
gas form, it can enter Gasunie’s
international pipeline network.

St
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Moreover, LNG (and in the future also
LNG for
shipping:
LNG & Russian
supply
(2015 level)
bio-LNG) is rapidly becoming important as Shale gas
• LGreen
NG for
shipping
andsupply
Additional
LNG + Russian
gas inland
Demand
Cooperative
Growth
Focus
a cleaner alternative fuel for shipping and Demand Green
international
coastal
shipping
heavy road transport.
• Cleaner than diesel, much cleaner

-4,000

720,000

-6,000
-8,000

700,000

-10,000
680,000

-12,000

Gas flow (MWh/d)

New break bulk f acility
(opening 2016)

Via the Break Bulk Terminal (2016), LNG
can be transported in smaller quantities.
Here, LNG can be transhipped for further
distribution by inland and coastal vessels.
In this way, Gate forms the basis for the
distribution of LNG as a cleaner fuel for
ships and trucks in Europe.

Volume (MWh)
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their customers are regulated. They are determined
once a year by the regulator, which reviews the
method of regulation every 3 to 5 years. The regulator
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Deutschland.
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long-term contracts are increasingly being replaced
by short-term contracts, which increases the
business risk.

The revenues permitted by the regulator consist of
a capital cost allowance for the invested capital, a
reimbursement for the annual depreciation costs
(calculated on the basis of the depreciation periods
determined by the regulator) and a reimbursement
for the operating costs. In addition, the regulator
may impose an efficiency discount and reduce the
tariffs accordingly.

In addition, the market for sustainable energy is
still in a phase that requires not only a vision, but
also innovation. Besides opportunities, this leads
to insecurities and risks, because investments
in new technologies often yield returns only in
the longer term. All this places higher demands
on strategic partnerships, risk analyses and the
way in which risks can be mitigated. When we
invest in facilitating strategically important new
developments, we are prepared to use adjusted
revenue models and consider a higher risk profile in
our decision-making. In our view, the development
of new revenue models and efficient participation
structures for gas infrastructure companies
is inextricably linked with succeeding in our
ambition to play a leading role in the transition to a
sustainable energy system.

Another important focal point for the Participations
& Business Development business unit is the
facilitation, stimulation and development of the
transition to a sustainable energy system. Our
focus here is on facilitating clean applications of
natural gas, increasing the feed-in of various kinds
of sustainable gas, and good interaction between
gas and other energy carriers, such as heat and
electricity. We particularly focus on the innovative
application of our infrastructure (e.g., in the field of
renewable gas and storage of sustainable energy),
as well as new product/market combinations
for natural gas, such as the deployment of LNG
in the maritime and road transport sector. These
new activities should fit in with our strategy, be
commercially sound and, if applicable, contribute
to the useful deployment of the existing gas
infrastructure. These activities are developed in the
Participations & Business Development business
unit. The business risks and return targets of this
business unit’s activities are higher than those of
our fully regulated activities. This is because most
participations compete in the free market.
Investments
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between expected and actual energy costs relating
to gas transport are also taken into account in the
tariffs on an annual basis.

The business model of Participations & Business
Development (P&BD)
The participations are responsible for the sale and
delivery of gas infrastructure services and for the
management and maintenance of their assets. Their
customers buy capacity, which entitles them to use
the relevant infrastructure during a certain period.
The tariffs for these services are mainly determined
by the market of supply and demand. These
participations support the proper functioning of the
energy market, and position the Netherlands as a
hub in the international gas flows.

gasstromen met netwerken in andere landen. De

io
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Regulated business model of Gasunie Transport
Services (GTS) and Gasunie Deutschland
Gereguleerd businessmodel Gasunie Transport
The core service provided by GTS and Gasunie
Services (GTS) en Gasunie Deutschland
Deutschland is the provision of gas transport services
De kern van de dienstverlening van GTS en
in a customer-focused and transparent manner.
Gasunie Deutschland is het aanbieden van
They do this by selling available capacity in a reliable
gastransportdiensten op een klantgerichte en
network on competitive terms. The gas can be fed
transparante manier. Dit doen zij door het verkopen
into the network at entry points, and customers
van beschikbare capaciteit in een betrouwbaar
can retrieve
from the network
at exit points.
netwerk
tegengas
concurrerende
voorwaarden.
Customers
enter
into
which capacity
Op
entrypunten
kan
hetcontracts
gas in hetwith
netwerk
is booked
at certain
entry
or exit points
in klant
the
worden
ingevoed
en op
exitpunten
kan een
network
certain period
quarter,
month or
het
gas uitfor
heta netwerk
halen. (year,
De klanten
sluiten
day). Our network
competes
with networks
contracten
af waarmee
ze capaciteit
boeken opin other
bepaalde
entryexitpunten
in het netwerk,
countries
with of
regard
to transport
of international
gedurende
een
bepaalde
periode
(jaar, kwartaal,
gas flows. GTS and Gasunie Deutschland
are
maand
of dag).
concurreert
ten
responsible
forOns
the netwerk
management
and maintenance
of
aanzien
van het transport
their operating
assets. van internationale

at
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We have two subsidiaries that own and manage
Organisatiestructuur
a gas
transport network: Gasunie Transport
We hebben twee dochterondernemingen die een
Services (GTS) in the Netherlands and Gasunie
gastransportnet in eigendom hebben en beheren:
Deutschland in Germany. These subsidiaries
Gasunie Transport Services (GTS) in Nederland en
are managed as business units of the holding
Gasunie Deutschland in Duitsland. Beide dochters
company. Our third business unit, Participations
worden bestuurd als business units onder de
& Business Development, develops and manages
holding. Onze derde business unit Participations
our
infrastructure
These
include
& other
Business
Developmentservices.
ontwikkelt
en beheert
gas
storage,
transport
through international
onze
overige
infrastructuurdiensten.
Daaronder
pipelines
(including sea
pipelines),
a terminal
vallen bijvoorbeeld
gasopslag,
transport
door for
the
import of liquefied
naturaleen
gasterminal
(LNG), and
internationale
(zee)leidingen,
voor
our
in van
the gas
exchange
ICE(LNG)
Endex.
deshare
import
vloeibaar
aardgas
enThese
ons
aandeel support
in de gasbeurs
ICE Endex.
activiteiten
activities
the liquidity
and Deze
functioning
ondersteunen
de
liquiditeit
en
werking
van
de
of the gas market in the areas in which we are
gasmarkt
in
de
gebieden
waar
we
actief
zijn.
active. In this way, they contribute to the useful
Daardoor dragen
bij aan de
van de
deployment
of the ze
networks
ofbenutting
GTS and Gasunie
netwerken
van
GTS
en
Gasunie
Deutschland.
Deutschland. In providing these activities, weWe
bieden deze
aan in Our
concurrentie
compete
withactiviteiten
other providers.
businessmet
units
andere aanbieders. Onze business units worden
are supported by various service providers, such as
ondersteund door verschillende service providers
those in the areas of IT, finance and HR. In addition,
onder andere op het gebied van ICT, financiën en
when commissioned by the business units, the
personeelszaken. Daarnaast verzorgen Operations
Operations and Projects departments carry out
& Projects in opdracht van de business units het
the management, maintenance, adjustment and
beheer, het onderhoud, de aanpassing en de
expansion
of van
the de
infrastructure.
uitbreiding
infrastructuur.

s
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Both within the regulated and the non-regulated
domains, the decision to invest in new
infrastructure is always preceded by a thorough
analysis of the market developments, the wishes
of our potential customers, and commercial and
technological feasibility. We see a trend that

Stakeholders
We maintain relationships with many different
stakeholders, such as our shareholder, our
customers, our partners in participations, our
employees, the Works Council, the local community,
decision-makers, authorities, regulatory bodies,
investors, suppliers, the media and social advocacy
organisations. Our activities affect them, and their
activities affect us. We attach great importance
to knowing the interests of our stakeholders and
taking them into account in our decision-making. In
our stakeholder table in the annex, we provide more
details about our most important stakeholders and
their interests, as well as the dilemmas we face.  
We exchange most information through personal
contact with our stakeholders. This personal
approach is taken at all levels within the company,
and by all departments. Our Executive Committee
is also closely involved in this process, and has
frequent contact with different stakeholders
during the year, varying from the shareholder and
political representatives to advocacy organisations
and customers. In addition, we communicate
through channels such as our website, social media,
advertisements and newsletters.
When reporting on our results in our annual report,
we believe it is important to take our stakeholders’
opinions into account. That is why, in 2015 (just as
in 2014), we carried out a materiality analysis (see
Materiality), asking stakeholders from various
groups what they think of their relationship with
Gasunie. Their opinions can be read in various places
throughout this annual report.
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Sustainable dialogue with the local community
through Strategic Environs Management
Over 15,500 kilometres of our pipelines lie under
the ground in the Netherlands and Germany, in one
of the most densely populated areas in the world.
This means that we have many ‘neighbours’, and we
want to treat them all with respect. In our work
environment, we often have to engage with (local)
politicians, as well as with local residents and
nature organisations, to name just a few. Whenever
our activities are likely to affect them, we involve
them in our plans at an early stage, sharing as
much information as possible. For example, we
organise information meetings, discussion evenings
and Open Days. We use the feedback we receive
during such sessions to minimise inconvenience
and maximise added value while performing our
activities.
We are increasingly making use of a well-known
method for stakeholder management: Strategic
Environs Management (SEM) . This approach
enables us to organise contacts with surrounding
communities in such a way that we can identify
potential conflicts of interest at an early stage, after
which they can be resolved in mutual consultation.
In 2016, we will embed SEM in our organisation more
systemically and train the employees involved.
Paul de Rook, Alderman of the Municipality of
Groningen
“When I think of Gasunie, I think of reliability – in two
senses. Gasunie does everything neatly, and without
a fuss. But it could be a bit flashier. When the gas
roundabout was being developed, there were some clear
ambitions. Then, after a period of expansion, it took a
blow when there was a lot of to-do around gas. Now,
among all the developments going on in the world today,
Gasunie needs to show what the Netherlands has to offer.
Gasunie still needs to be a pillar of strength. But it could
do so with a bit more ambition.”
Dialogue with governments and authorities
Laws, regulations, policies and other government
decisions have a big impact on our activities. At the
same time, we form an important discussion partner
for the government with regard to national and
international energy policy. We want to be a serious,
constructive partner for governmental authorities
at all levels. Our activities mean that we frequently
need to consult with local and other authorities
(e.g., on legislation, regulations and licences). We are
often also involved in consultations with national
and international political stakeholders, in particular
through our offices in The Hague, Hanover and
Brussels. Through our local presence, we are able
to build and maintain good relationships with the
various governmental stakeholders.

Dialogue with customers
For GTS’s customers, we organise ‘shipper meetings’
during the year. These serve as information meetings
and networking platforms. At these meetings, we
discuss developments in the gas market, as well as
GTS’s products and services. In addition, customers
can request an individual consultation to ask specific
questions. In 2015, we organised shipper meetings
in May and November, which were attended by
approximately 90 customers. GTS’s customers clearly
appreciated these meetings, giving them a rating of
at least 7.4, just as in 2014.
Feedback from stakeholders
We value the feedback we receive from our
stakeholders. It helps us to align our services with
their needs even better. We collect feedback at all our
touch points. In addition, GTS conducts an annual
customer satisfaction survey. For more information
about this survey, see Results.

Materiality
To determine which topics our stakeholders and our
own organisation would find most relevant to see
reported on in our annual report, we carried out a
materiality analysis. On the basis of various policy
documents and the annual reports of a number of
similar companies, we drew up a shortlist of possible
topics. We then asked our stakeholders by means
of a questionnaire to indicate the relevance of these
topics for our annual report. In addition, in an internal
discussion, we considered the potential impact of these
topics for our company.
In this annual report, we mainly report on those topics
that emerged from the materiality analysis as being
most important to our stakeholders and our own
organisation. In the table below, we show the fifteen
most important topics and an explanation of what they
mean to us, as well as a reference to where they are
discussed in the report. A complete overview, including
all material themes, explanations of the terms used,
and the way in which the materiality analysis was set
up, is given in the annexes. In the section ‘Linking value
creation and strategy’ later in this report, the material
topics are linked to our strategic pillars, the values from
our value creation model, our result areas, and KPIs.

1	SEM (Dutch: Strategisch Omgevingsmanagement, SOM) is a method developed by Twynstra Gudde [http://www.twynstragudde.nl/expertise/
strategisch-omgevingsmanagement]

Topic
Security of supply

What does this topic mean to us?
Uninterrupted supply of gas through our network is our priority. We have
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therefore set a collective target for security of supply.

External safety

Good performance in the field of external safety safeguards our licence
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to operate. We closely follow laws and regulations, and measure our
performance on the basis of, for instance, the number of incidents
involving pipeline damage. One of the ways in which we monitor this
aspect of safety is by keeping track of the number of incidents involving
excavation damage.

Employee health and safety

We aim to create a healthy work environment, both in the field and in
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the office. This includes creating awareness around safe working and
creating an ergonomic work environment. We also measure the work
pressure experienced by our employees. To measure our performance
appropriately, we monitor (among other things) absenteeism figures and
the Reportable Frequency Index.

Transparency

We are clear about our targets and how we aim to reach them. We are

-

transparent in our contacts with stakeholders. In our annual report, we
elaborate on our activities, explaining not only what went well, but also
what did not go so well and what we are doing to improve matters.

Energy transition

We want to contribute to a sustainable energy supply (e.g., in the field of
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green gas). For this purpose, we enable initiatives and seek cooperation
with partners.

Process safety

In all phases in the life of our infrastructure, we pay attention to process
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safety: during design, construction, management and maintenance, and
operation. This crucially includes inspections.

Compliance with laws and regulations

When carrying out our activities, we comply with laws and regulations.
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We have a vision when it comes to national and European energy policy.

Public policy

We share this with policy- and opinion-makers, as part of our Public

14

Affairs activities.

Sustainability of the business model

We have a solid business model that enables us to contribute to the Dutch

12

economy. To be able to contribute to a sustainable energy supply in the
long term, too, we are examining the possibilities of new revenue models.

Economic performance

Every year, we pay out part of our profit to the Dutch state. The way we
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manage our company is determined in part by financial performance
indicators, which are included our corporate targets.

Emissions

We limit our emissions into the environment as much as possible. We
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therefore monitor our emissions of various kinds, such as CO2 and NOx.
We use a collective target with regard to CO2 reduction.

Data security

62

Information security is essential if we are to perform our activities safely,
such as managing the gas transport network and capacity booking by
customers.

International cooperation and market
integration

The energy supply transcends boundaries. We want to play a leading role
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in this and contribute to a reliable energy supply and a liquid gas market.
To achieve that, we work together with European partners.

Customer satisfaction

As the opinions of our customers are very important to us, we measure
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customer satisfaction through a survey. On the basis of the results of this
survey, we set up improvement actions.

Community engagement

We are part of the community around us, and want to show our
engagement. We do this in various ways, including by making available an
annual budget for sponsoring and donations.  
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Key figures
In millions of euros

2015

2014

Profit and loss account Reported *)
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2015

2014

Non-financial key figures

Revenues

1,631

1,651

Full-time equivalents employed (as at 31 December)

1,748

1,704

EBITDA

1,082

1,186

Transported volume (TWh)

1,180

1,233

EBIT

786

893

Reportable frequency index **)

3.7

5.0

Result after taxation

553

603

Sickness absence (Gasunie Netherlands)

3.15%

3.1%

Proposed dividend

332

362

Incidents resulting in absence

2

4

Incidents not resulting in absence

4

5

Pipeline damage

5

3

Security of supply (non-deliveries or late deliveries)

3

1

Total CO2 emissions (kilotonnes)

665

548

• Scope 1

343

379

• Scope 2

242

164

Balance sheet
Fixed assets
Equity
Balance sheet total

10,061

10,032

5,717

5,505

10,362

10,299

Invested capital

9,739

9,295

• Scope 3

80

5

Net debt including guarantees

4,540

4,725

Consumption of natural gas (million m3)

50

80.8

Consumption of electricity (million kWh)

555.8

437.1

Amount of non-hazardous waste (tonnes)

14,616

18,418

8,459

5,880

165

198

Cash flow statement
Cash flow from operating activities

852

979

Cash flow from investing activities

-/- 356

-/- 462

Cash flow from financing activities

-/- 479

-/- 506
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ROIC (normalised)

6.7%

7.4%

ROE (normalised)

9.7%

11.0%

7.1

6.8

Net debt including guarantees/tangible fixed assets

50%

52%

Controllable costs

382

343

AA-

A+

A2

A2

Net cash flow

Ratios

FFO/interest ratio

Long-term credit ratings
Standard & Poor’s
Moody’s Investors Service

*) In 2015 and 2014, there were no effects that required normalisation.

Amount of hazardous waste (tonnes)
Number of environmental irregularities

**) Reportable frequency index includes third parties.
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Definitions relating to the key figures
EBITDA
Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortisation.
EBIT
Earnings before interest and taxes.
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Invested capital
Total of tangible fixed assets, investments in
joint ventures, investments in associates and
other equity interests, corrected for assets under
construction for which no compensation has yet
been received.
Net debt including guarantees
Total of long-term interest-bearing loans, current
financing liabilities, guarantees and pension
provisions, less cash and cash equivalents.
Normalised ROIC
Normalised Return on Invested Capital is the
normalised NOPLAT divided by the invested
capital. This ratio gives insight into the extent to
which Gasunie is generating cash flows relative to
the cash flow it has invested in the business.
Normalised NOPLAT
Normalised Net Operating Profit Less Adjusted
Taxes: total of normalised EBIT and share in result
of participations after taxation.
Normalised ROE
Normalised Return on Equity is the normalised
result after taxation divided by equity.

FFO
Funds from Operations is the total of the result of
continuing operations after taxation, depreciation,
amortisation and impairments.
FFO / interest ratio
This ratio gives insight into the development of
the Funds from Operations relative to finance
costs.
Net debt including guarantees/tangible fixed
assets
This ratio gives insight into the extent to which the
tangible fixed assets are financed by debt.
Controllable costs
Total of the costs not allocated to investments,
staff costs and other operating expenses, less
uncontrollable energy costs and incidental costs.
Reportable frequency index
The number of reportable incidents (incidents
resulting in absence, medical treatment,
replacement work or fatalities) per million hours
worked.
Scopes 1, 2 and 3
The Greenhouse Gas Protocol, the corporate
standard for reporting on CO2 emissions,
distinguishes three ‘scopes’ ranked according to
the origin of the emission: Scope 1 (direct emissions
resulting from our own activities), Scope 2 (indirect
emissions resulting from energy that has been
procured) and Scope 3 (all other indirect emissions
resulting from our business operations).
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Our strategy
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Statement of the Executive Board
Our customers and society at large trust us to
provide them with a safe, reliable and affordable
supply of energy. And again, during the past year, our
employees worked hard to be worthy of that trust.
We are pleased to report that, in 2015, we achieved
security of supply of almost 100%. With regard to
safety, we achieved most of our objectives. We set up
a new programme to improve safety awareness and
behaviour even further. The programme is definitely
paying off, but our ambitions go beyond the results
achieved so far. With regard to our efforts in the field
of the environment, such as reducing our footprint,
the desired improvements were achieved in 2015.
Finally, our financial results were solid, enabling us to
pay € 332 million in dividend to our sole shareholder,
the Dutch state.
Partly due to our investments in gas infrastructure
(pipelines, installations, terminals and storage
facilities), customers have been able to benefit from
a well-functioning gas market in the Netherlands
and Germany. In the autumn, we put into use a new
pipeline from our German network to Denmark, and
on the Maasvlakte, in cooperation with Vopak, we
started to expand our infrastructure for liquefied
natural gas for the transport sector. In addition,
we took further steps to set up green gas projects
and develop new services regarding contracting
capacity in our network and our gas storage. A
well-functioning gas market also contributes to an
affordable and reliable supply of gas and heating in
north-west Europe. In 2015, the gas trading platform
TTF continued to strengthen its position as a leading
trading platform in Europe.
The changing gas market
The gas market is changing radically. In 2015, the
Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs announced a
further reduction of gas production in the Groningen
field. To ensure sufficient gas remains available for
customers and society, an additional supply of gas
will be needed, either from other Dutch fields or

from abroad. Thanks to the gas roundabout, this
gas may come from anywhere in the world. The
internal European energy market is functioning
increasingly well. A shift is taking place from national
to international markets. This is mainly due to the
expansion of interconnection capacity and a larger
international supply of gas via pipelines and LNG. We
aim to maintain, and where possible strengthen, our
leading position as a cross-border gas infrastructure
player.
Changes in the gas market are also necessitating
operational adjustments. For instance, to make
gas from outside the Netherlands suitable for
small-scale users in the Netherlands it needs to be
blended with nitrogen to achieve the right quality.
We are therefore preparing an expansion of our
nitrogen facilities. By carrying out maintenance and
replacement programmes, we also make sure that
our infrastructure, not only in terms of pipelines and
installations, but also our IT systems, stays in top
condition.
The role of gas in the energy transition
In line with the agreements reached at the climate
summit in Paris in 2015, the Dutch government
has made the reduction of CO2 emissions the focal
point of its energy policy. Accordingly, in its Energy
Report published in January 2016, the government
has left open all available energy options that may
help create an energy system that is cleaner, while
also remaining safe, reliable and affordable. It is
important that the daily supply of energy is not
disrupted, slowed or blocked during the transition to
a fully sustainable energy future.
In its Energy Report, the government discusses
various areas where gas and gas infrastructure could
make a significant contribution to achieving its 2050
objectives. The underlying assumption is that gas,
as the least polluting fossil fuel, will continue to play
a crucial role for a long time to come. The volume
of natural gas will decline in the longer term, with
fossil gas gradually being replaced by renewable
gases. Natural gas will then be increasingly used
for applications for which no cleaner alternatives
are at hand, such as in high-temperature processes
in industry, or for freight transport by road or sea,
where LNG can serve as a replacement for polluting
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At the left René Oudejans, at the right Han Fennema

fuels, such as diesel and fuel oil. In addition, gas will
serve as a back-up at moments when the availability
of energy from renewable sources is insufficient. We
support this “Customised Gas” approach. Together
with partners, we are developing LNG infrastructure
and promoting the use of renewable gases, such as
green gas and syn gas.
In consultation with our shareholder and the relevant
ministries, we are investigating how, with our
existing assets, specific competences and expertise,
we can make a positive contribution to the energy
supply today and to a low-CO2 energy supply in the
near future that remains reliable and affordable.
Given the expected declining role of coal-fired plants
in the future, gas (as the cleanest fossil fuel that
can be deployed flexibly) can make a significant
contribution to CO2 reduction in the coming 20 years.
Energy dialogue
Energy has become a social issue, with much
attention being paid to the living environment. In
2015, we held many discussions with stakeholders,
both from within the gas sector and outside it, as
well as with policymakers and environmental and
advocacy organisations. In a number of cases, this
has led to new forms of cooperation. For instance, in
2015, we co-founded the Dutch Renewable Energy
Foundation. In 2016, one of our focal points will be to
take an active part in the wider energy dialogue, in
both our social and our political environment.
To us, the changes in the gas market mean that we

will further improve the efficiency of our internal
processes by accelerating and simplifying processes
and structures, and by increasing our innovative
power.
In carrying out our activities and in achieving our
objectives, we fully rely on the dedication, knowledge
and experience of our employees. On behalf of
the company, we therefore wish to thank all our
colleagues for their contribution in 2015. Together,
we will confidently continue to build the energy
infrastructure of the future.
Han Fennema, CEO
René Oudejans, CFO

Our environment
Developments in our environment
In the area of European and Dutch energy supply, we
are currently faced with three far-reaching changes
that are of great importance to us.
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Firstly, the Netherlands and Europe face the
challenge of having to reduce total emissions of
greenhouse gases by 80 to 95% by 2050, a target
that was confirmed recently at the climate summit
in Paris. This means an almost 100% reduction of CO2
emissions in the energy supply chain. This requires a
drastic transformation that is not only technological
in nature, but also one that is continuously able to
adjust to broader developments in society in social,
economic and financial terms. Furthermore, it is
important that, during this transformation, the
energy supply is not disrupted. The reliability and
(social) cost of an energy supply that keeps renewing
itself pose risks that require explicit attention. The
Energy Report published by the Dutch Ministry of
Economic Affairs in January 2016 underlines this. The
Energy Report also emphasises that natural gas, as
the least polluting fossil energy carrier, occupies a
special position in the transition to a CO2 -free energy
supply. In the coming decades, natural gas will
remain an important part of the energy supply in the
Netherlands, even though this role will change in the
longer term.
Secondly, the gas market in north-west Europe is
changing, because gas production (particularly in
the Netherlands) is declining rapidly. This is not only
because the gas fields are becoming empty, but also
because of decisions with regard to production from
the Groningen field in the light of the earthquakes
issue. This decline in volume and flexibility is
bigger than the expected decline in demand due to
increasing demand for sustainable energy. As a result,
the Netherlands and north-west Europe will need to
import more, supplementary gas. It is expected that
more LNG and Russian gas will be supplied, but the
details of these supply routes are as yet uncertain.
In the current market – with low gas prices, varying
expectations about the development of the demand
for gas and geopolitical uncertainty – it is difficult for
market parties to enter into long-term obligations
and to take decisions about the development of
energy infrastructure.

Henk Pijlman, Chair of the University Board,
Hanzehogeschool Groningen
“Gas has long been the focus of attention here and, as
inhabitants of the province of Groningen, this is something
that, for many decades, we were proud of. As individuals
and as a country we have benefited greatly from gas. But
that image has been totally reversed over the past few
years. This change in the image of gas as a product is not
good for the northernmost provinces. Gasunie can and
must help us to turn over a new page, and help us regain
our pride. It can do that by taking on a pioneering role in
the energy transition.”
Thirdly, the energy market is increasingly developing
from a national into an international playing field.
This is because services and products are now better
aligned, the internal European energy market is
working better, the interconnection capacity has
been expanded, and there is a higher international
supply of gas via pipelines and LNG.
What do these developments mean for us?
Hybrid system perspective
The transition to a CO2 -neutral energy supply
has consequences for the role of gas and gas
infrastructure. In the short and medium term,
replacing coal by gas for electricity production
can reduce CO2 emissions significantly, as well as
ensure a higher utilisation of the gas infrastructure.
However, in the context of the energy transition,
a decline in the use of natural gas in the long term
is inevitable. In addition, the share of renewable
gases, such as green gas, will increase. In the
sustainable energy system of the future, various
kinds of gases, electricity and heat will jointly play a
role and affect each other. By joining up the strong
points of gas, electricity and heat, the weak points
that these energy carriers have individually can
be offset. That is why we want to make our gas
infrastructure suitable for transporting and storing
other kinds of gases, such as hydrogen. In this way,
we can optimise the deployment of our network.
In addition, we can link up the currently largely
separate gas, heat and electricity systems. From
this hybrid system perspective and the context
of ‘affordable, reliable and sustainable’, we are
convinced that continued use of the existing gas
infrastructure, in combination with other energy
carriers (e.g., green gas, hydrogen and electricity),
will also be the best choice from a social perspective.
Liquid trading platform
The decline in production in the Netherlands is
leading to a change in gas flows and thus a change
in capacity bookings. More gas will be contracted
from non-Dutch sources. It is not self-evident that
these new flows will go via our network, as we clearly

face competition from foreign gas infrastructure
companies.
We aim to attract transit flows by offering good
connections to import points, collaboration with
neighbouring infrastructure companies, a smoothly
running and efficient system with no physical
bottlenecks, attractive services and tariffs, good
market connections, and a liquid trading place. In
this way, we can keep our network attractive and
our tariffs low, and our customers can benefit from
a well-functioning gas market.
European integration
Better (physical) interconnections within Europe
and better functioning gas trade markets ensure
that even markets that do not immediately
border the Netherlands increasingly affect pricing
in the Netherlands. We expect that this impact
will continue to grow, as European integration
continues and markets become increasingly
interconnected. In these markets, we can convert
our competencies in the field of infrastructure and
market development into value for society and
our shareholder. That is why we have a European
focus, and aim to strengthen our leading position,
for which collaboration with European partners is
becoming increasingly important.
We carefully monitor these developments in the
market. We take them into account in our annual
evaluation of our strategy, and adjust the strategy if
we believe this is justified.

Strategy
We are a company with a public task, and our
goal is to enable a safe, reliable, affordable and
sustainable energy supply. We do this in an
efficient and professional way. The role that gas
infrastructure plays in this forms the basis for
our strategy. Through the connecting role of our
infrastructure in the energy supply, we respond
to the energy needs of customers and consumers.
To keep meeting these needs, we are working
in innovative and breakthrough ways in the field
of energy, and that of gas and natural gas in
particular. In order to realise our strategy, we use
a business model that allows us to respond in the
best possible way to opportunities in the market,
to mitigate risks, and to create value for our
stakeholders. We have included the aspects that
play a role in our value creation process in our value
creation model.
Our customers’ wishes are an important guiding
principle in our service provision. We aim to keep
developing our leading position in Europe, where
possible in collaboration with partners, both

nationally and internationally. In our strategy,
we take into account the opportunities, risks
and challenges of the quickly changing energy
market. We regularly carry out environs analyses
to ensure good alignment between our strategy,
our objectives, our business model and current
circumstances.
Strategic pillars
Our strategy is based on the following three pillars:
Ü Optimum infrastructure: optimising the value
our existing assets
Ü European connections: strengthening our leading
position as cross-border gas infrastructure
company in Europe
Ü Energy in transition: enabling the transition to
more sustainable energy consumption.
Optimising the value of our existing assets
Our gas infrastructure activities are at the heart
of our activities. We focus on carrying out the
legal tasks of network operators GTS and Gasunie
Deutschland, in order to facilitate a well-functioning
gas market. Through our network operators, we
ensure the management and development of the
gas transport network by means of transport
services and related services, quality conversion and
guaranteeing security of supply.
Strengthening our leading position as
cross-border gas infrastructure company in
Europe
In an increasingly consolidating market, we take
up the challenge to maintain, and where possible
strengthen, our leading position as a cross-border
gas infrastructure player. We aim to make sure that
our infrastructure is the preferred route for market
players for their gas transport, so that our assets are
put to optimum use. By taking this approach, we
also strengthen our position as the ideal negotiating
partner for regulatory authorities. This enables us to
exert a positive influence on appropriate legislation.
Our positioning as an innovative service provider also
contributes to this.
In the past year, we worked intensively on possible
collaborations with other gas infrastructure
companies to arrive at a further expansion of the gas
roundabout; for instance, by increasing opportunities
for the supply and throughput of gas, and thus also
provisioning opportunities for the Netherlands and
continental Europe.
Enabling the transition towards a more
sustainable use of energy
The issues in the field of energy and sustainability
are more challenging than ever. On the way towards
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a cleaner energy future that is not only feasible, but
also reliable and, above all, affordable, we are keen to
take advantage of any opportunities that arise. We
believe in a sustainable future in which gas will play
an ongoing role. Our focus here is on green gas, heat
provision in the built-up environment, and carbon
capture, transport and storage (CCTS). If society opts
for CCTS, we will help to facilitate that.

CSR strategy
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IIn 2015, we revised our Corporate Social
Responsibility strategy and adjusted it to current
developments both within our company and in
the outside world. Our focus areas in the field of
CSR are directly derived from our strategy. Good
performance in our key focus areas of safety,
security of supply and care for our employees
remains the basis of our CSR strategy. It determines
the level of support we receive for our activities;
i.e., our licence to operate. Special focus areas in
2016-2017 are footprint reduction, energy transition,
sustainable mobility and socially responsible
procurement. Our results in these areas increasingly
determine the room we have for further
development, our licence to grow. We will elaborate
on these activities and the results achieved in Our
results.
Footprint reduction
We aim to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases
by restricting and preventing methane emissions,
making maximum use of available energy, and
ensuring effective combustion. Through our
footprint reduction programme, we contribute
to the government objectives with regard to CO2
reduction and sustainable energy. We aim to be a
leader in this regard within the international gas
infrastructure sector. Together with a number
of European network operators, we aim to have
realised a CO2 -neutral gas supply by 2050, a goal
that has been laid down in the Green Gas Initiative.
On this journey, in our own business operations,
we aim to have reduced our direct CO2 emissions
by 20% in 2020 (compared to 1990), which is 93
kilotonnes CO2 equivalent 2. By 2030, we aim to
have reduced our CO2 emissions by 40% compared
to emissions recorded in 1990 3.

Energy transition
We are convinced that there are many ways in
which gas and gas infrastructure can contribute
to a sustainable energy supply. They contribute to
keeping the development of renewable energy (such
as wind and solar energy) reliable and affordable.
By deploying gas as a flexible partner for generating
electricity, optimum use is made of the existing
infrastructure. Moreover, gas is an energy carrier
that is also developing into a renewable type of
energy through the production of green gas and
hydrogen. The first steps in the transition towards
a sustainable energy supply are challenging for a
number of reasons, such as financing and the state
of technological developments. Where possible, we
strive to take these steps in collaboration with other
parties, both inside and outside our chain. In this
way, we aim to maximise the chances of success.
Regarding the energy transition, we focus on the
following areas: renewable gas, hybrid solutions
for heat provision, and small-scale LNG. We provide
more details on these specific areas elsewhere in this
annual report.
Cor Zijderveld, Chair of Samenwerkende
Bedrijven Eemsdelta (SBE)
“In the northern Netherlands, many companies are taking
steps to make energy sustainable. Delfzijl, for instance,
is home to the most sustainable chemistry cluster in the
Netherlands, thanks to the fact that a lot of the energy
it uses is renewable. The next step is to ‘greenify’ raw
materials. That will only succeed if we work together with
many other parties. We’re currently talking about this with
Gasunie. It would be nice if a big party like Gasunie could
help the region achieve this.”
Socially Responsible Procurement (SRP)
In our procurement activities we focus on
‘greenifying’ our activities, for instance by purchasing
green energy. In addition, we enter into agreements
with our suppliers about the prohibition to against
using child labour. We have laid this down in a
Code of Conduct for our suppliers. In 2016, we aim
to give more shape and structure to sustainable
procurement in the form of an SRP policy that is
appropriate for a company like ours.

2 This exclusively concerns Scope 1 of the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) protocol (see Environment)
3 Calculated over all scopes (1, 2 and 3) of the GHG protocol

Sustainable mobility
We encourage our employees to limit the number
of kilometres they travel for their work as much as
possible. Working from home is part of this policy,
but this is, of course, not possible for all activities.
Part of the vehicle fleet that we use for maintenance
activities runs on green gas. In addition, we make
Dutch Railway business cards and bicycles available
to our employees for work-related travel. We also
have a number of cars running on green gas available
for work-related travel. Several of our offices have
facilities for video conferencing, which also reduces
the number of kilometres travelled. Given these
various options already available, we aim to draw up
a structured sustainable mobility policy in 2016-2017,
while also researching other suitable options.
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Linking value creation and strategy
In the overview below we show the link between
the value we aim to create and our strategic pillars,
coupled to the material topics used for this annual
report, result areas and KPIs.

Value

Strategic pillar(s)

Material topics *)

Result areas 2015

Safe and reliable energy supply

• Optimum infrastructure
• European connection

• Security of supply
• Process safety
• Customer satisfaction

• Security of supply (transport interruptions)
• Quantity of gas transported
• Quality conversion
• Market conversion
• Gate terminal
• EnergyStock
• Peakshaver
• Making the infrastructure earthquake-proof
• Adjusting the infrastructure
• New transport management system for GTS network
• Split of GTS
• Network development plan GTS
•	Regulatory developments in the Netherlands and
Germany
• TTF and GASPOOL
• ICE Endex
• Safety performance
• Customer satisfaction

35
36
36
36
33
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31
31
31
31
31
31
33
33
33
33
33
35

KPIs

Transport
interruptions
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• Optimum infrastructure
• European connection

• Economic performance
•	Sustainability of the business
model

Financial results, including:
• Revenues
• Costs
• Profit
• Dividend
• Tax payments
• Financing costs

43
43
43
20
45
44

Sustainable energy supply

• Optimum infrastructure
• Energy in transition

• Energy transition
• Emissions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LNG break-bulk developments
Renewable gases
Green-gas Booster
Heat market developments
Vertogas
Environmental performance
Energy Challenge

34
34
34
34
34
38
42

CO2, methane, NOx

Sustainable relationship with
society

• Optimum infrastructure
• European connection
• Energy in transition

• External safety
• Social engagement

•
•
•
•
•

Technical safety
Process safety
External safety
Sponsoring and donations
Energy Challenge

37
36
37
42
42

Pipeline incidents

Attractive and reliable employer

• Optimum infrastructure
• European connection
• Energy in transition

• Health and safety of employees

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labour safety
Process safety
Sustainability Week
Sustainable employability
Training and development
Sustainable HRM and employment conditions policy
Performance-based pay
Health and wellbeing
Dutch Participation Act

36
36
42
46
46
46
46
47
47

TRFI and PEs
Absenteeism due to
illness

Collaboration and knowledge
exchange

• European connection
• Energy in transition

•	International collaboration and
market integration

•
•
•
•
•

Auction platform PRISMA
Green Gas Initiative
Torrgas
Green-gas Booster
Heat market developments

36
24
34
34
34

Financial value

*) The material topics of ‘Transparency’, ‘Compliance with regulations’ and ‘Public policy’ relate to all values we aim to create.

NOC
ROIC

SWOT analysis
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Management agenda 2016 and outlook

In this analysis, we consider our company’s
opportunities and strengths, as well as its threats
and weaknesses, including in comparison with similar
European companies. An important principle we
adhere to in this regard is that, in markets in which we
have limited experience, we work closely together with
partners. This applies to markets in a geographical
sense, as well as to many projects that contribute to
the transition to a CO2 -neutral energy supply.

Strengths

Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

 as infrastructure: strong in operational, commercial and network
G
planning activities and in the management of new-build projects
Good brand awareness and reputation
Long history and extensive experience with, and knowledge of, the
Dutch and German gas business
Strong in business-to-business service provision
Highly automated processes
Cross-border activities with a wide range of mid-stream assets
Solid financial position

Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

 ain activities focused on gas business
M
Dependent on relatively few partners
Access to a limited number of assets in growth markets
Limited experience with innovative projects in new environments
Composition of workforce (high average age)

Ü

 enefit from and encourage new sustainable energy markets by
B
developing sustainable business
Make the most of our role of energy infrastructure company in the
sustainable transition by working together with regional network
companies and other national energy infrastructure companies
Strengthen our position as cross-border gas infrastructure company in
Europe by working together with leading gas transport companies
Contribute to the (European) security of supply by linking up with extra
LNG supply in north-west Europe and extra supply of Russian gas for
Europe

Ü
Ü
Ü

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Ü

Ü
Ü

Threats

Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

 ole of gas not undisputed
R
Quickly changing business environment with an expected decline in gas
transport
Geopolitical developments
Developments in legislation and regulations
Loss of knowledge of older, experienced employees about to retire

Management agenda 2016 – 2018
(Strategic and operational)

Continuing and intensifying the dialogue with the
regulatory authority to ensure optimum alignment of
our company with the regulatory framework
Safeguarding the continuous supply of gas via our gas
transport network, now and in the future; for example,
by making an investment decision with regard to an
additional nitrogen plant in the Netherlands
Achieving the highest safety standards through the
successful implementation of our Safe@Gasunie
programme
Implementing a sustainable HRM and employment
conditions policy

Strategic pillar:
Optimum
infrastructure

Strategic pillar:
European
connection

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Successfully implementing cross-border projects and
activities, such as increasing market integration,
expanding our LNG activities and considering
opportunities for collaboration with other TSOs
Participating in new sustainable energy markets and
developing energy infrastructure and energy projects
to enable the energy transition, such as green gas,
Carbon Capture Transport and Storage (CCTS), etc.

X

X

Improving governance, efficiency and effectiveness
by setting up and implementing our company-wide
Operational Excellence programme

X

Achieving our Corporate Social Responsibility
objectives, including objectives in the field of energy
transition and CO2 footprint reduction

X

Actively promoting our strategy by developing a new
‘corporate storyline’ in dialogue with the relevant
stakeholders

Effectively and efficiently implementing our
investment programme for maintenance and
replacement (including IT)
Achieving our objectives in the field of IT security
(including improving efficiency)
wwww

X

X

X

Maintaining our solid financial position, which is
characterised by maintaining a minimum credit rating
of A3
Strengthening our position as a European gas
infrastructure company by further developing our
activities in Europe

Strategic pillar:
Energy in
transition

X

X

X

X

Our results
Management agenda 2015
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Our management agenda 2015 was based on the
key focus areas we had defined in our business plan
2015-2017, coupled with our strategic pillars. We
formulated twelve objectives, of which we realised eight
in full and four in part.

Management agenda 2015
(Strategic and operational)

Successfully implementing cross-border projects and
activities in Europe
Participating in new sustainable energy markets by
developing LNG activities (including break-bulk) and
setting up projects and pilots in the field of transport,
storage and conversion
Improving our safety performance by setting up a Safe@
Gasunie programme
Improving governance, efficiency and effectiveness by
setting up and implementing our Operational Excellence
programme
Preparing and implementing a new management system
for gas transport
Developing an ongoing risk-based annual plan for
maintenance and investment activities and their
implementation
Developing a Network Development Plan (in the
Netherlands and Germany) to provide insight into future
business scenarios and effects on our gas transport
network
Achieving our Corporate Social Responsibility objectives,
including the objectives in the field of CO2 footprint
reduction

Developing a sustainable HRM and employment
conditions policy
Ensuring a stable regulatory framework for our regulated
assets
Ensuring that our assets keep their value
Safeguarding the continuous supply of gas via our gas
transport network

Legend
Partly realised
Realised

Strategic pillar:
Optimum
infrastructure

Strategic pillar:
European
connection

Strategic pillar:
Energy in
transitie

Results
We provide additional information about our
results achieved in 2015 on the basis of the most
important material topics.
Security of supply
The reliability of gas transport has a high priority
within our company. In 2015, we achieved almost
100% security of supply. There were three short
interruptions in our Dutch network. In one of these
cases, one end user received no gas for a short
time. There were no interruptions in our German
network. We investigated the causes of these
transport interruptions and drew up points for
improvement to reduce the risk of interruptions to
zero.
Decline in volume of transported gas
In 2015, the total volume of gas transported
through our network decreased to 1,179 TWh (2014:
1,233 TWh).
In the Netherlands, less natural gas was
transported than last year. In 2015, we
transported 935 TWh (95.7 billion m3) of gas
for our customers through our network for the
benefit of end users in the Netherlands and
abroad (in 2014: 976 TWh). This decline is due to
the fact that less gas was exported.
In Germany, the transported volume also
declined, from 257 TWh in 2014 to 244 TWh (24
billion m3) in 2015. In January and February, we
saw clear changes in the transport flows in the
northern German networks. There was little
inflow from Russia via Nord Stream, while there
was more inflow from Norway and the storage
facilities. However, in early March the situation
changed: the inflow via Nord Stream was
continuously at or around the maximum technical
capacity, and only decreased during planned
maintenance periods.

G-gas. As a result, we could continue to meet the
demand for G-gas. The volume of converted gas
rose from 4.8 billion m3 in 2014 to 16.9 billion m3
in 2015.
In order to make sure we can continue to meet the
(mainly domestic) demand for G-gas in the future,
we need to expand the nitrogen capacity in the
Netherlands. We are therefore planning to expand
the existing nitrogen installation near Zuidbroek
in Groningen. On the basis of current insights,
this will enable us to make sufficient conversion
capacity available to our customers as of 2020.
The next page shows how the process of quality
conversion takes place
Market conversion in development
Due to the steadily declining German and Dutch
production of L-gas, Gasunie Deutschland is
arranging the market conversion from L-gas to
H-gas. The first pilot project (‘Schneverdingen’)
was successfully completed in October 2015.
In this project, we worked together with
various partners from the energy chain, such as
‘Stadtwerke’ and regional network operators. The
next few conversion projects have already been
announced, and the relevant agreements have
already been entered into with the neighbouring
network operators, completely in line with
the German network development plan (the
Netzentwicklungplan or NEP).
Gate terminal is growing
For the fourth year in a row, the throughput of
LNG increased. In 2015, the number of unloaded
ships increased to 21 (2014: 14). In addition, the
number of loadings of large tankers doubled
to 14 (2014: 7), while the number of loadings of
‘small-scale tankers’ (up to 20,000 m3) rose from
13 in 2014 to 14 in 2015.

Just over 32 TWh was transported via the
Bacton-Balgzand pipeline (BBL) in 2015, compared
to 72 TWh last year.

The number of loaded trucks and containers rose
sharply to 788 in 2015, compared to 174 in 2014.
In November, for the first time more than 100
trucks were loaded in one month. On 14 January
2016, the 1000th truck was loaded with LNG. This
important milestone was reached within two years
of the opening of the truck loading facility. In the
meantime, the construction of a second loading
platform has already started.

Significantly more quality conversion
To mitigate the consequences of the reduced gas
production from the Groningen field, the use of
our quality conversion capacity rose significantly
in 2015. Through quality conversion, high-calorific
H-gas is mixed with nitrogen and converted
into a quality that is similar to the low-calorific

EnergyStock: changing market circumstances
The market for gas storage services has
deteriorated significantly recently, due to strong
growth in seasonal storage capacity. Although
EnergyStock, thanks to its fast-cycle nature,
offers specific options that distinguish it from the
competition, this development had a negative

In 2015, Nord Stream transported a record volume
of 39.1 TWh. This is over 10% more than in 2014.
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Quality conversion
2. Who does what in the natural gas chain?

1. The Netherlands – gas transport country

GTS en kwaliteitsconerie

With over 12,000

Import
gas

kilomtres of pipelines,

1

Groningengas

the Netherlands is
angeschikt
ideal als
hub
for the
et ruim 12.000 kilometer leidingen is Nederland zeer
knooppunt

Production
+
gas storage

oor opslag en transport van gas. Gasunie Transport Services
(GTS)
is transport
storage
and
genaar van het landelijke gastransportnetwerk.

Trader
(e.g.,
GasTerra)
buys and sells
the gas

Producer
(e.g., NAM)
explores gas
resources and
drills for gas

Nederland (gas)transportland

of gas.

Provider
sells the gas to
energy users

Transporter
(GTS) lays the
gas pipeline
network and
maintains it

Export
gas

LNG
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Peakshaver expanded with Truck Unloading
Facility
In 2015, a lot of work was put into the
construction of a Truck Unloading Facility (TUF).
Through this facility, LNG can be delivered
by truck to fill up the tanks. Depending on
economic circumstances and the availability
of LNG, both the TUF and the liquefying
installation will be used in the future.
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effect on EnergyStock’s results in 2015, particularly
in terms of the sale of free capacity.We aim to
make maximum use of EnergyStock’s distinctive
profile to create opportunities even in difficult
market circumstances. That is why EnergyStock,
in consultation with market parties and on the
basis of its specific positioning, developed a
new service package in 2015. This package was
introduced to the market at the end of 2015, which
means it will be available in 2016, when a lot of
EnergyStock’s capacity will become available due
to the termination of an existing contract.

Currently, these
installations can
produce some
20 billion m3 of
Groningen gas.

Ensuring earthquake-proof infrastructure
To ensure an undisrupted and safe gas supply,
we want our infrastructure in Groningen to be
more earthquake-proof. Research shows that gas
transport through these pipelines under current
circumstances is not at risk, but if the maximum
strength of the earthquakes increases to 5.0
on the Richter scale in the future, this can not
be proven. That is why it has been decided to
make preventive adjustments to this part of the
pipeline network. These adjustments will involve
upgrading and partly replacing approximately
80 km of regional transport pipelines and taking
construction measures at ten stations, ensuring
they meet the new requirements. In 2015, we
worked out the measures to be taken in more
detail, and took a positive decision. The ‘quick
wins’ were then carried out immediately. In 2016,
a start will be made on the implementation of
the other measures, which are expected to be
completed by 2020.
Adjustments of infrastructure in Germany
In September 2015, the new 64-kilometre
pipeline between Fockbek and Ellund was put
into operation according to plan. This pipeline
provides for the increasing demand for capacity
in northern Germany. The completion of the
new compressor station in Quarnstedt was
delayed due to heavy rainfall, which meant it
could not be put into operation in October 2015.
The compressor station is expected to be ready
for use in the first half of 2016. Any agreements
following from transport contracts that relied on

the compressor station being operational will be met
by means of commercial agreements.
According to plan, the new Elbe culvert was put
into operation in April 2015. This culvert is of
major importance for gas transport to Hamburg,
Schleswig-Holstein and Scandinavia. In addition, it is
important for the Scandinavian telecom market. The
old culvert was completely removed in September.
New transport management system for GTS
network
In 2015, a start was made on replacing the software
used for monitoring and operating GTS’s gas transport
network. The current system, which was developed
in-house, has been in use since 1993. Replacement
is not only necessary due to the age of the system,
but functional requirements have also changed. The
system will be replaced by a combination of standard
and customised software. The new software is
expected to be operational in 2018.
Split of GTS
As of 1 January 2016, GTS was split into two separate
companies: GTS for the national main transport
system (HTL) and Gasunie Grid Services (GGS) as
network operator for the regional high-pressure
system (RTL). This split will enable GTS to make a
further move in serving the market more effectively.
The role and focus of the HTL and RTL transport
systems will increasingly diverge. For example,
the internationally connected HTL system will
increasingly be confronted with European market
integration, while the RTL system will increasingly
focus on maintaining the regional network and on
the connections with the regional high-pressure
system. The development of sustainable energy
solutions will also mainly take place in the RTL
network.
The split will in due course enable costs and tariffs
to be determined in a transparent and unambiguous
way. This means the two transport systems will be
able to apply tailor-made tariffs for their users in the
future. During 2016, GTS will remain the dedicated
network operator for both the HTL and the RTL
network, so that GTS’s existing regulatory method
can remain intact for the year 2016.
Customer satisfaction
We strive for optimum deployment of our
network. That is why good relationships with our
customers are essential. GTS, Participations and
Gasunie Deutschland are responsible for managing
customer relationships. GTS measures its customers’
satisfaction every year through a survey. On the
basis of the survey results, improvement actions are
initiated.
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In 2015, GTS carried out a customer satisfaction
survey to help us align our service provision with
customers’ wishes and needs. To encourage
participation, we gave a donation to the Red
Cross for each survey completed. In this way, we
contribute to an important social organisation.
Eventually, 139 of the 458 customers completed
the survey. We are proud that, in 2015, our
customers gave us a higher rating than last
year. Shippers gave GTS a mark of 7.8 (2014:
7.6) and industrial customers gave GTS a mark
of 7.5 (2014: 7.3). Customers indicate that they
appreciate the speed of response, the way GTS
thinks along with them, and GTS’s transparency
in communications. Almost three-quarters
prefer GTS over other Transmission System
Operators (TSOs), particularly when it comes to
customer focus, transparency and accessibility.
An important point for improvement revealed
by the survey concerned the user-friendliness
of GTS’s website. GTS therefore implemented
several improvements in 2015, such as a better
search function and a new website structure.
These improvements should make it easier for
website visitors to find the information they are
looking for.
Energy transition
New LNG break-bulk infrastructure
At the end of March 2015, Gate terminal
started the construction of the new LNG
break-bulk infrastructure at its installations
on the Maasvlakte near Rotterdam. The new
facilities are expected to give a boost to the
use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) as a clean
and affordable fuel for the transport sector in
the Netherlands and north-west Europe. The
completion of the installation and the start of
the first services are planned for mid-2016.
Renewable gases
In 2015, we worked with various partners on
a number of projects with a specific focus on
innovations in the production of renewable gas.
Renewable or sustainable gases include green
gas derived from fermentation or gasification of
biomass and sustainably produced hydrogen. In
the future, these gases will play an increasingly
important role in sectors that are difficult to make
more sustainable, such as heat supply, transport
and industrial processes. It is expected that by
2030, two to three billion m3 of renewable gas
will be able to be produced in the Netherlands,
comparable to the current gas consumption of
approximately two million households. To this end,
we are working together with Torrgas to develop
an innovative gasification technology that would

be suitable for the gasification of torrefied (roasted)
biomass. Another relevant project concerns the
gasification of biomass in the province of North
Holland, which we are carrying out together with
ECN, Dahlman and Participatiefonds Duurzame
Economie Noord-Holland (PDENH). This project
aims to enable efficient biomass gasification on an
industrial scale.
Green-gas Booster
A Green-gas Booster makes it possible to transfer
green gas from one network to another if there
is oversupply in one of those networks. In 2014,
we came to the conclusion, together with
green-gas producer Attéro and regional network
operator Enexis that a Green-gas Booster will be
necessary near Wijster in order to transfer the
oversupply of green gas in Enexis’s network to
GTS’s network. We set up a pilot for this purpose,
signing an agreement with these two parties
in the spring of 2015. By facilitating large-scale
production of green gas, the Green-gas Booster
helps to achieve the sustainable energy objective
for renewable energy as agreed in the Energy
Agreement. The Green-gas Booster is expected to
be put into production in 2018.
Heat
Heat supply in Dutch homes and companies
currently relies almost completely on natural
gas. In the future, use will increasingly be
made of sustainable heat: residual heat from
industry, geothermal heat, and heat from
green applications, such as solar boilers. These
developments are supported and encouraged
by the Dutch government, in line with the Heat
Vision (Warmtevisie) presented by the Minister of
Economic Affairs in 2015.
We are currently exploring the possibilities in the
field of large-scale heat projects. With partners
from the world of energy, large heat consumers
and local authorities, we are considering
projects that could contribute to the heat supply
of the future. In doing so, we want to focus
particularly on a role as transporter in the heat
infrastructure.
Vertogas
The volume of green gas certified by Vertogas
again rose significantly in 2015, increasing from 53
million m3 in 2014 to almost 71 million m3 in 2015.
This increase was mainly attributable to a few
large producers who have their own biomass at
their disposal.
Since 1 January 2015, the role of Vertogas as
certification authority for renewable gas (green

gas) has changed. As of 1 January, Vertogas
acts on behalf of the Minister of Economic
Affairs, and carries out its task on the basis of
the new energy legislation, which also includes
certification of renewable energy. Through its
certificates, Vertogas confirms the green origin of
renewable gas from biomass.
Laws and regulations
Our activities are subject to laws and regulations.
For example, we need to comply with the Dutch
Gas Act, and large parts of our activities in the
Netherlands and Germany are regulated. Various
departments of Gasunie, Gasunie Deutschland
and GTS are responsible for ensuring that we
comply with all relevant laws and regulations
that apply to us, such as the Legal Affairs,
Regulation and Land Matters departments.
We monitor developments in the field of laws
and regulations, and ensure that we act in a
timely way on relevant changes. With regard
to our regulated activities, we provide input to
the regulatory authorities, which they use to
determine the tariffs for the coming regulatory
period. We implement these tariffs as of the
moment that they apply.
The Netherlands
Network development plan
In 2015, GTS drew up a network development
plan (NDP), which replaces the former Open
Seasons. The NDP is necessary to ensure
sufficient transport capacity for our customers,
now and in the future. Because parties in the
market are booking capacity at increasingly
shorter notice and for shorter durations, GTS
has less insight into the demand for capacity in
the longer term. The NDP illustrates possible
developments affecting GTS’s gas transport
network on the basis of a series of plausible
energy scenarios. In drawing up the NDP, market
parties are consulted. GTS will start preparing
a new investment plan to be drawn up and
submitted to the Authority for Consumers &
Markets (ACM) and the Ministry of Economic
Affairs in 2017.
Regulatory method for 2017 and beyond
In 2015, ACM started preparing the regulatory
method for 2017 and beyond for GTS. As far
as possible, ACM strives to treat the various
network operators in the same way. This can
make it difficult to get issues that are only
relevant to a national network operator on the
agenda, such as the costs of quality conversion.
Other important topics are the Weighted
Average Cost of Capital (WACC) and the setting

of the dynamic and static efficiency of GTS. The
draft decision of ACM is expected to come out in
April 2016, and the definitive decision is expected
in September 2016.
Germany
The German revenue regulation, combined
with increasing fluctuations in short-term
bookings, leads to regular tariff changes.
BNetzA recognises that it also needs long-term
contracts to stabilise these fluctuations. It
therefore published its  ‘BEATE’ decision in April
2015. This decision makes long-term bookings
more attractive again compared to short-term
bookings. The related change in the tariff system
was implemented on 1 January 2016.
In addition, partly on the basis of the input
provided by BNetzA, the German Ministry of
Economic Affairs (BMWI) is examining the current
regulatory framework and possible changes.
Any adjustments to the regulatory framework
that follow from this review by BNetzA need to
be approved by the Bundesrat. Implementation
is expected in the next regulatory period (as of
2018) at the latest.
Market liquidity
Energy users benefit from strong  international
gas connections and a liquid gas market. This has
a positive effect on the availability of gas, and on
efficient and reliable pricing.
In 2015, the Netherlands was again one of the
most attractive and liquid gas trading markets
in Europe. Thanks to the gas roundabout, the
country has a well-functioning gas market, with
healthy competition, which leads to lower gas
prices.
TTF
The Dutch virtual gas trading platform TTF (Title
Transfer Facility) has grown fast. Together with
the English National Balancing Point (NBP), it is
currently leading the field in Europe.  
Despite the declining demand for gas in
north-west Europe, more volume was traded
on TTF in 2015 than ever before. The bilateral
Over-The-Counter (OTC) trade again showed
strong growth, which meant that TTF was able
to strengthen its No. 1 position in the European
OTC market, a position it had reached in 2014. In
addition, the TTF volume traded via gas exchanges
more than doubled in 2015 compared to 2014.
In total, over 25% more gas was traded via TTF in
2015 (16,684 TWh) in comparison with 2014 (13,216
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TWh). The physical volume flowing through the
GTS network via TTF (the net TTF volume) was
450 TWh in 2015, compared to 430 TWh in 2014.
This means that, just as in previous years, the
physical TTF volume is larger than the domestic
gas consumption in the Netherlands. Both the
Netherlands and other countries use TTF to meet
their demand for gas. The maximum number of
active TTF traders on a single day again increased
in 2015. At 138, this number was well above that of
last year (127 in 2014).
GASPOOL
In 2015, the volume traded on the northern
German virtual gas trading point GASPOOL
increased by approximately 16% compared to the
same period in 2014 to 1,494 billion kWh (2014: 1,291
kWh). There were 402 active traders on GASPOOL
in 2015 (2014: 398).
ICE Endex
As an exchange for spot gas and derivatives
markets, ICE Endex facilitates, among other things,
the trade flows on TTF. In 2015, ICE Endex increased
its market share in its primary market (TTF Futures)
from almost 20% at the beginning of the year to
over 25% towards the end of the year. Combined
with a strong year for the TTF Futures market as a
whole, this has led to a significant increase in the
traded TTF Futures contracts via ICE Endex. This
has also strengthened the position of TTF as the
most liquid continental hub and gas price maker in
north-west Europe.
Expansion of auction platform PRISMA
PRISMA, the platform for auctioning transport
capacity, was expanded in 2015. With TSOs joining
from Spain, Portugal, Northern Ireland, Croatia,
the Czech Republic, Luxembourg, Slovakia and
the Interconnector (UK), the total number of
participating TSOs is now 37. As of 1 November
2015, the sale of ‘within-day capacity’ started
on PRISMA. As a result, the total package of
required services for all these TSOs has now been
implemented. Our participation BBL Company has
been selling all its available capacity via PRISMA
since 1 November 2015.
Safety performance
The safety of our employees and the environment
in which we work is an important factor enabling
us to carry out our activities. One priority for us is
therefore to create a safe and healthy workplace
and to minimise risk to the environment. Because
safety is an important indicator of the quality of our
work, we want to be among the best international
gas infrastructure companies in terms of our safety

performance. European benchmarking of similar
gas transport companies, carried out by Marcogaz
(the representative body of the European natural
gas industry on all technical issues), shows that we
are already performing well within our reference
group, and we strive to maintain this position. In this
section, we describe our main safety results. Other
safety-related topics are discussed in the annexes and
on our website.
Occupational safety
In 2015, we started a multi-year programme, Safe@
Gasunie, to further improve safety awareness with
employees and external workers in order to further
improve our safety performance. The results of this
programme should become visible in our safety
performance in the years to come.
The number of injuries resulting in absence in the case
of our own employees decreased to 2 in 2015 (2014: 4).
The number of injuries not resulting in absence was 4
(2014: 5). We also keep track of the number of injuries
in the case of our contractors’ employees. The number
of injuries resulting in absence in the case of both our
own employees and contractors’ employees decreased
by approximately 25%, from 11 in 2014 to 8 in 2015. The
number of reportables per one million hours worked
also went down, from 5.0 in 2014 to 3.7 in 2015.
We also record the number of potentially dangerous
incidents (incidents that did not result in injury but
could have had serious consequences). In 2015, we
registered 22 PEs, an increase compared to the 17 PEs
in 2014. We carefully analyse these PEs and try to learn
from them, because we want to prevent recurrence
and possibly serious incidents or accidents. The
increase is mainly due increased safety awareness, for
which we set up a special improvement programme.
Technical safety
In order to carry our activities safely and reliably,
we continuously monitor the technical safety of
our infrastructure. Our installations comply with
all relevant legal requirements and regulations. We
inspect our underground pipelines, both on the
inside and on the outside. The safety of our pipeline
routes is monitored by means of visual and aerial
surveys by helicopter. In 2015, these surveys revealed
various potentially dangerous situations, which led to
immediate action to maintain a safe situation.
Process safety
We want to limit the risks of the uncontrolled release
of dangerous substances and/or energy. In the case
of gas transport, this mainly concerns natural gas
that is transported under high pressure, natural gas
condensate, nitrogen and odorant. Our target is zero

process safety incidents. Unfortunately, in 2015, two
incidents did occur, which we elaborate on in the
section ‘Safety: Where can we do better?’ In 2015,
we stimulated increased awareness by developing
a special training module that focuses on process
safety. This module is part of our multi-year Safe@
Gasunie programme.
External safety
Pipelines
In 2015, we took measures at some locations to
enable spatial developments near our pipelines.
These measures depend on the local circumstances
and vary from supervising operations to applying
extra protection above pipelines.
Incidents of pipeline damage
Excavation works are the main cause of damage to
our underground pipeline network. We take many
measures to prevent our pipelines being damaged,
so that we can transport gas safely and reliably.
Should there be any damage to our pipelines in
spite of our efforts, we will do our utmost to
prevent gas leaks. In the Netherlands, there were
five incidents of pipeline damage in 2015 caused
by mechanical excavation works. In none of these
cases did any gas leak into the air. In 2014, there
were three such incidents, none of which involved
a gas leak. At Gasunie in Germany, as in 2014, there
were no incidents of pipeline damage in 2015.
Safety: Where can we do better?
We go to great lengths to make sure that our safety
performance is excellent. We therefore always ask
ourselves where we can do even better.
Incidents of pipeline damage
Remarkably, in three of the five incidents of pipeline
damage in 2015, we were ourselves supervising
the operations carried out by third parties. We
thoroughly investigated what went wrong. This
revealed that both the training and the skills of
the employees involved could be improved. We
therefore adjusted the supervision with regard to
these kinds of operations and set up a multi-year
training programme.

out to be necessary, we will adjust its design. No
one was injured during this incident.
During the second incident, high pressure caused
a temporary venting pipe at our installation in
Scheemda to suddenly come loose and start flying
around. This happened because the venting pipe
had not been fixed properly following an incorrect
risk assessment. During this incident, one of our
employees suffered a head injury. This incident
has led us to adjust our way of working in these
kinds of operations. As a result, the use of similar
constructions is no longer allowed. All learnings will
serve as input for our multi-year programme in the
field of safety.
Promoting safety awareness among employees
and contractors
To take the safety awareness of our employees and
contractors to an even higher level, we started the
‘Veilig werken? Zeker weten!’ campaign (Working
safely? Of course!). If our employees detect an
unsafe situation or observe unsafe behaviour,
they should take action. In 2015, both our own
employees and employees of third parties working
for us were able to mention good examples of
personal intervention. We registered almost twenty
reports.
Environment
Minimising the impact on our environment
Some of our business activities have an impact on
the environment. These include the construction
and maintenance of pipelines and installations, as
well as the pressurising, transporting and blending
of natural gas. Such activities require energy, and
that brings with it the occurrence of emissions. In
addition, we use certain substances to ensure the
safe functioning of gas transport installations. The
activities in our offices also affect the environment,
albeit to only a limited extent. We do everything
in our power to minimise the impact of our
own business activities on our environment (our
footprint).

Serious process safety incidents
In 2015, two serious process safety incidents
occurred. At our installation in Ommen,
overpressure caused the failure of an underground

To guarantee that we take the environment well
into account in relevant business processes, we
have an environmental management system that
is certified to the ISO 14001 standard. To ensure
compliance with this standard, our management
system is checked annually by an external auditing
agency. In 2015, this again led to a positive result.

condensate tank. After this incident, we
immediately decommissioned all identical
condensate tanks and started a thorough
investigation to prevent similar incidents in the
future. We are still in the process of examining the
natural gas condensate system applied; if it turns

Procurement of green energy
The Dutch government aims to increase the
share of sustainable energy in the Netherlands:
by 2050, the energy supply should be completely
sustainable. As a state-owned company, we
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feel a special responsibility in this regard. To
decrease our CO2 emissions, we want to use more
green energy rather than non-sustainable ‘grey’
energy. That is why, for the past few years, we
have been procuring green energy for our offices
(approximately 800,000 m3 /year).
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The majority of our electricity consumption,
however, derives from the operation of our
installations. On an annual basis, we use
approximately 538 GWh of electricity, mainly for
driving our compressors. To place that number
in perspective, it is the same as the city of
Groningen uses every year, and approximately
0.4% of the domestic electricity production in the
Netherlands. Our electricity consumption is likely
to increase further in the future, as we will need
more electricity for the production of nitrogen.
We currently use ‘grey power’, generated using
fossil (i.e., non-renewable) fuels. The reason
why we have not yet ‘greenified’ this part of our
electricity consumption is the fact that this is
very costly. This is a dilemma for us, because
as a state-owned company, we want to make
responsible use of our resources and not spend
them irresponsibly. However, in the interest of a
sustainable energy supply, in 2015, we decided to
also start greenifying this part. As of 2016, we will
make annual steps of 20%, to eventually arrive at
100% green electricity from European production.
We will do this by buying COs (Certificates of
Origin).
CO2 emissions
Our total CO2 -equivalent emissions were higher
in 2015 than in 2014 (665 kilotonnes versus 548
kilotonnes). This increase was mainly due to an
increase in the amount of nitrogen we produced
ourselves and the amount of nitrogen we
purchased.
As of 2013, we have been reporting in accordance
with the standard of the Greenhouse Gas Protocol
(GHG Protocol). This protocol for greenhouse
gases distinguishes various categories (scopes),
ranked according to the origin of the greenhouse
gas.
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Scope 1
Scope 1 includes all emissions that are a direct
result of our own activities (e.g., the CO2 emissions
of gas-fired compressors and engines used for
compression, and our own gas consumption for
heating buildings and for the boilers at gas receiving
stations). Scope 1 also includes the CO2 equivalents
from methane emissions, and the emission of
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), which are used in cooling
processes.

Scope

2012
GUD

GU

GUN

2013
GUD

GU

total

1

GUN

GU

GUN

GUD

GU

GUN

GUD

GU

total

total

Lease cars

2.8

-

2.8

2.2

-

2.2

2.8

-

2.8

Company cars

1.2

-

1

1.2

-

1.2

1.2

-

1.2

Gas usage in buildings

1.6

-

2

1.4

-

1.4

1.6

-

1.6

238

17

255

203

7

209

180

15

195

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

200

113

313

122

43

165

91

51

142

Emergency generators

0.04

-

0

0.27

-

0.27

0.26

-

0.26

Refrigerants

0.16

-

0

0.04

-

0.04

0.05

-

0.05

444

131

575

330

49

379

277

66

343

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.3

-

3

3.1

-

3.1

3.5

-

3.5

164

-

164

157

3.6

161

234

4

238

167

5

172

160

4

164

238

4

242

Train travel

0.01

-

0

0.01

-

0.01

0.01

-

0.01

Business travel

0.32

-

0

0.30

-

0.30

0.3

-

0.3

1.3

-

1

1.30

-

1.30

1.5

-

1.5

0.31

-

0

0.3

-

0.28

0.5

-

0.5

2.0

-

2

3.0

-

3.00

-

77.5

Gas usage in installations

Total of Scope 1

316

106

422

332

121

453

Heating in buildings
Electricity usage in buildings
Electricity usage in installations
Total of Scope 2

3

GUD

2015

total

SF6 (greenhouse gas)

2

2014

total

Network losses

Scope 3
Scope 3 includes all other indirect emissions resulting
from our business operations (e.g., road, air and rail
travel and energy required for producing the nitrogen
we procure).

Methane emissions
Our methane emissions in 2015 (7,205 tonnes) were
lower than in 2014 (8,111 tonnes). This decrease is
mainly due to the fact that, over the past two years,
we repaired many small leaks at various installations,
thus eliminating ‘fugitive’ emissions. We are doing
this as part of an extensive ‘leak detection and repair’
(LDAR) programme.

CO2 equivalents [in kilotonnes] *)

GUN **)

Scope 2
Scope 2 includes the indirect emissions of energy we
have procured (e.g., from an electricity company). In
our case, the CO2 equivalents in Scope 2 come mainly
from the use of electricity for electrical compressors
and for the production of nitrogen. Scope 2 also
includes the electricity consumed in our offices and
our installation buildings.

In 2015, we achieved our collective footprint
reduction target (a reduction of 20 kilotonnes CO2 or
more). We are limiting our CO2 emissions in various
ways, including by detecting what we call ‘fugitive’
leaks.

Emission source

according to the Greenhouse Gas Protocol

2011
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By making more use of electrically driven
compressors, the CO2 emissions shift from Scope 1 to
Scope 2 of the GHG Protocol.

CO2 -equivalent emissions

		

160

4

164

138

5

143

Commuting
Air travel
Procurement of N2
Total of Scope 3

Total of Scope 1 + 2 + 3

77.5
7

-

7

2

-

2

4

0

4

5

-

5

79

-

80

483

110

593

472

126

598

615

136

751

495

53

548

592

70

665

*)	In 2013, a number of network operators in the Netherlands developed a new model for reporting CO2 emissions on the basis of the Green House Gas Protocol. We
are applying this model as of the year under review. Since the model is not entirely the same as the model of previous years, our current report only includes the
totals of Scopes 1, 2 and 3 when referring to years prior to 2013.
**) GUN = Gasunie in the Netherlands, GUD = Gasunie in Germany
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Recompression and flaring for work on pipelines
For some years, we have been using a mobile
recompression unit which we use to recompress
as much as possible of the gas that would
otherwise have had to be vented, and transfer
it to another pipeline. This reduces the amount
of gas vented. In 2015, we recompressed 3.1
million m³(n) of natural gas, which means
that we managed to prevent the emission of
approximately 45 kilotonnes of CO2 equivalents.
We estimate that we saved nearly 0.8 million
euros on natural gas costs in 2015 by deploying
the mobile recompressor.
Joint effort on footprint reduction within the
chain
Together with Enexis, Alliander, Stedin, TenneT,
KPN and ProRail, we set up the Fair Infra initiative
to ‘greenify’ our networks. Together, we are
working on significantly decreasing our periodic
energy consumption. We will do this by making
more use of sustainably generated energy and
more efficient energy transport through our
networks. We ourselves have managed to make
our transport more efficient by reducing the extent
to which we heat the gas flows in the networks.
We share the knowledge we have gained in this
respect, so that others can also make use of it.
Social commitment
Our activities take place for the benefit of and
in the community around us. That is why safe
and reliable transport and the promotion of
efficient gas consumption are at the heart of our
policy. Besides carrying out our activities as a gas
infrastructure company, we want to do more for
society. We do this in various ways, of which we
give a number of examples below.
Sponsoring and donations
In the spirit of being a good neighbour, we sponsor
activities and events in the Netherlands and
Germany and make donations. We have an internal
committee that tests grants and rejections every
quarter on the basis of our grant criteria, which we
have published in part on our website. In 2015, we
spent € 256,459 (2014: € 315,264) on sponsoring (25
projects) and € 12,160 (2014: € 29,065 ) on donations
(12 projects). In Germany, among other things, we
sponsored the Sportivationstage, a large sports
event for disabled children, in which more than
4,700 school children participated. Colleagues
from Gasunie Deutschland also volunteered to
help organise the event. In addition, we sponsor
Hannover United, a wheelchair basketball team
that was promoted to the first division in 2015.

We also donate used materials that are still in
good condition to civil society associations,
we give presentations at secondary schools
and universities, and we regularly open up our
head office and catering facilities to relevant
organisations (e.g., student organisations).
Employee initiatives
We greatly value our employees’ social activities
and in some cases support them in the form of
sponsoring. Some of our employees who go to
work by bike take part in the Dutch national
campaign ‘Fietsen Scoort’. For each kilometre
cycled, we donate a certain amount. The proceeds
are used to finance sustainable projects in
developing countries.

Financial results
Key figures
In millions of euros

2015

2014

Revenues

1,631

1,651

Total expenses

(845)

(758)

786

893

-/- 133

-/- 139

Result of participations

71

51

Result before taxation

724

805

-/- 171

-/- 202

553

603

Operating result
Financial income and expenses

Taxes
Sustainability Week
In October 2015, in the context of the Sustainability
Day of Urgenda, Gasunie organised a Sustainability
Week. This week was dedicated to our own
activities in the field of sustainability, as well as
the way in which our employees can themselves
contribute to responsible energy consumption.
The programme included a lunch lecture on the
energy transition, a trip to energy sustainability
pilot platform EnTranCe, and a special campaign to
encourage employees to measure and reduce the
energy consumption of appliances in their home.
We also made heat cameras available to employees
for detecting energy leaks in their home. This
campaign will continue in 2016, and will be
followed by detailed information provision about
energy efficiency at home.
Energy Challenge
Within the Energy Valley Top Club, we organize
‘Energy Challenges’. Primary and secondary
school children are challenged to set up their
own energy-saving and sustainability campaigns
at their schools and in their communities. Some
3,800 pupils at eleven schools in the province of
Groningen took part in the Energy Challenges
2014/2015. Over a period of seven months, the
participating schools saved almost 20% on gas,
reducing their CO2 emissions by 29 tonnes.

Result after taxation

Revenues
In 2015, revenues declined by € 20 million
compared to last year. Higher tariffs resulting
from the putting into operation of new assets and
additional capacity bookings have only partly been
able to offset a partial repayment of revenues
from WQA (Wobbe Quality Adaption) services
delivered and the regular efficiency discount.
Operating result
The operating result decreased by € 107
million. Besides the aforementioned decrease
in revenues, total expenses increased by
approximately € 87 million. This increase was
mainly due to higher operating costs relating
to additional provisions taken for the shutting
down and removal of pipeline parts in order
to make our infrastructure in Groningen more
earthquake-proof, higher maintenance costs
relating to GTS’s multi-year maintenance
and replacement programme, and higher
construction costs as a result of the removal of
the old Elbe culvert in Germany.
Result after taxation
The result after taxation decreased by € 50
million compared to last year. The decrease
of the operating result was partly offset by
lower financial expenses, a higher result of
participations and lower tax charges. The
decrease in financial expenses was mainly
due to a lower average interest-bearing debt.
Thanks to a dividend payment made by our
participation Nord Stream of € 28.9 million (2014:
€ 9.6 million), the result of participations grew
strongly to € 71 million. The tax charges are
lower due to a lower result before taxation.

Investments
In 2015, we virtually completed the last few
expansion projects for the Dutch part of the gas
roundabout. The expansion projects in Germany
are currently in the last phase of completion.
With regard to new expansion projects, we
are anticipating projects that should enable
the transition from L gas to H gas in Germany
and the construction of a new nitrogen facility
in the Netherlands. For the latter, a definitive
investment decision will be taken in mid-2016.
Besides the projects mentioned above, the main
focus in the coming years will be on replacing
and maintaining our existing gas transport
network and other assets. An important
part of these replacement and maintenance
investments concerns the investment project
Jason, which has already started. In this project,
the current IT systems are being replaced by a
new gas transport management system. For
the coming 3 years, we expect that the annual
investment level (replacement and expansion
investments) will lie between € 300 and € 500
million.
Financial outlook
On the basis of current insights, we expect to
achieve a lower operating result from normal
business operations in 2016. This decrease in the
operating result is expected to be mainly due
to a decrease in the revenues from efficiency
discounts determined by the regulators in the
Netherlands and Germany, as well as due to
the termination of long-term contracts in the
non-regulated part of our business. In addition,
new regulation periods will start for GTS (as
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of 2017) and GUD (as of 2018). It is conceivable
that a static efficiency benchmark will then also
become part of this methodology for GTS. The
regulatory methodology and the underlying
parameters determine (to a large degree)
the earning capacity of our regulated assets.
With regard to the non-regulated part of our
business, we will focus in the coming years on
optimising the deployment of our existing assets
and developing new assets where necessary.

Given the currently applicable IFRS rules, these
positions cannot be included in the balance
sheet, but will be accounted for in the profit and
loss account as soon as they have been settled
in the tariffs of the year in question.
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In the next few years, we will realise efficiency
improvements by means of our ‘Operational
Excellence’ programme. This programme aims
to keep our operating costs at least stable
in the coming years, in spite of an increase
in our activities as a result of the multi-year
replacement and maintenance programme.  
Our financial expenses are expected to decrease
further in the coming years, which will have a
positive effect on our net result. This decrease
in financial expenses will be mainly due to a
decrease in our net debt position, due to a
relatively low investment level and positive
operating cash flows. Our net result will therefore
decrease less than our operating result.
Regulatory receivables and debts
The tariffs that GTS and GUD charge their
customers are regulated. They are determined by
the regulators in the Netherlands and Germany
respectively on the basis of the expected
permitted revenues and the expected capacity
bookings. If the actual revenues deviate from
the expected revenues, the difference is settled
in the tariffs of later years. For the energy costs
of gas transport, a settlement mechanism also
applies. For the sake of completeness, we refer to
the description of the business models of GTS and
GUD elsewhere in this report.
At year-end 2015, the following amounts were
outstanding, split in accordance with the periods
in which the amounts are settled:
In millions of euros

In 2015, in the revenues in the Netherlands
and Germany, repayments to customers
were settled of € 15 million and € 2 million
respectively. For the year 2015, another € 60
million (approximately) will need to be settled
with customers for the two countries (2014:
approximately € 5 million) due to a tariff
reduction after 2016. Given the settlements from
the past and settlements still to be made in the
future, the result before taxation reported under
IFRS was approximately € 43 million higher in
2015 (2014: approximately € 16 million lower) than
if these settlements were to be reported in the
year they arose.
Financing
In 2015, we repaid a bond loan of € 500 million.
Given that our operating cash flow was higher
than our investment spend and dividend
payment, it was not necessary to issue a bond
loan of the same size. We therefore issued a
bond loan of € 300 million in 2015. This loan has
a term of 3 years.
During 2015, our current financing liabilities
increased from € 697 million to € 1,002 million.
This increase was mainly due to the fact that
the remaining duration of one of the long-term
bonds fell below 12 months. This concerns a
bond loan with an outstanding amount of € 700
million (last year, this concerned a bond loan
with an outstanding amount of € 500 million).
During 2015, besides short-term deposits on the
money market, we made frequent use of the
Euro Commercial Paper (ECP) programme.
The total interest-bearing debt at the end of 2015
was € 3,987 million, a decrease of € 116 million
compared to year-end 2014. The balance sheet
item ‘Cash and cash equivalents’ amounted to

Outstanding as at
end of

To be settled in tariffs

2015

2016

2017 and beyond

To be settled by GTS

(23)

22

(45)

To be settled by GUD

(30)

(24)

(6)

(53)

(2)

(51)

€ 65 million at the end of 2015 (year-end 2014:
€ 48 million). As a result, our net debt position
(interest-bearing debt less cash) decreased in
2015 by € 134 million to € 3,922 million.
Solvency at year-end 2015 was 55% (2014: 53%).
The increase in solvency is due to an increase in
equity, while the balance sheet total remained
more or less the same.
In our financing policy, besides seeking to
maintain our liquidity position at an adequate
level, we also strive to have sufficient access to
financing alternatives and to attract financing as
efficiently as possible. To adequately meet these
objectives, we make use of the Euro Medium Term
Note (EMTN) programme, the ECP programme
mentioned above, our own activities on the
private money and capital markets, and the
long-term committed bank credit facilities.
Looking ahead, a € 700 million bond loan will
need to be repaid in June 2016. Because we expect
a positive cash flow from operating activities in
2016, our long-term financing need in 2016 will
be lower than the above-mentioned repayment
amount. During 2017 and 2018, we will need
to repay bond loans of € 750 million and € 300
million respectively.
Netherlands

Credit ratings
In 2015, the rating agency Standard & Poor’s
raised our long-term credit rating from A+ to
AA- with a stable outlook. The short-term rating
is A-1+. Moody’s Investors Services long-term
credit rating is A2 with a stable outlook, and the
short-term rating is P-1.
Tax payments
In 2009, we entered into a so-called ‘compliance
covenant’ with the Dutch tax authorities, in
which we laid down mutual agreements. In line
with this covenant, we have set up an internal Tax
Control Framework (TCF), on the basis of which
we draw up and execute our fiscal policy, fiscal
processes and control measures. Our fiscal policy
aims to ensure that we pay any taxes due in a
timely manner and in accordance with fiscal laws
and regulations in those countries where we carry
out business operations.
In the table below, we show how much we paid in
taxes for the most important types of taxes.

2015 In millions of euros

2014 In millions of euros

131

120

Turnover tax

99

75

Wage tax

62

59

Dividend tax

54

49

347

303

2015 In millions of euros

2014 In millions of euros

Corporation taxt

19

18

Turnover tax

22

22

Wage tax

12

11

Total

53

51

Corporation tax

Total
Germany
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Employees
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Developments in the labour market
The labour market is also subject to change. Here we
distinguish roughly three trends that are significant
for us:
Ü Despite the high level of unemployment in the
Netherlands, we are still seeing a shortage in the
labour market for technically trained people.
Ü The retirement age is moving from 60 to 67. This
means our employees and our organisational
structure will need to meet new requirements.
Ü Robots and machines are increasingly taking over
the work of people.
These developments require an HR policy that focuses
on the sustainable employability of employees.
Sustainable employability
We aim to be a flexible organisation that is able to
respond well to a quickly changing environment.
We therefore need employees who work in an
engaged and productive way, both now and in the
future, and continue to add value to our company as
sustainably employable individuals. To achieve this
as an organisation, we need to know very well what
our employees’ interests are. We therefore asked our
employees to think along with us about this issue
during an interactive workshop. The best three ideas
were worked out in more detail in 2015, and two of
them have already been put into practice.
Other initiatives in the field of sustainable
employability for 2016 and beyond specifically
include the following two programmes: Mobility
(proactively bringing supply and demand together
in the field of internal mobility) and Career 5.0
(workshops for employees of 50 and older to help
them stay mentally and physically fit and prepare
them for a new phase in their career). In addition,
all employees are offered a career scan to give them
insight into their career opportunities.
Training and development
We believe in the concept of ‘life-long learning’. We
think it is important for our employees to be able
to develop and pursue personal growth during
their careers, as this helps to improve sustainable
employability. We offer our employees the
opportunity to follow specific courses and training
programmes, including tailor-made programmes.
In 2015, we spent € 2,837,000 on courses and
training programmes.
Sustainable HRM and employment conditions
policy
The proposal for a new remuneration policy which
we shared with our employees in 2014 met a great
deal of resistance, and gave rise to unrest and

many questions. Our employees said they did not
understand why these changes were necessary,
which led to a lack of trust. We took our employees’
concerns seriously and, together with the Works
Council and the trade unions, we started to explore
ways in which we could make our HRM and
employment conditions policy more sustainable.
Over the past year, all parties involved have worked
closely together, despite significant differences in
interests and the loss of trust. Together, we made
an effort to arrive at a balanced and future-oriented
employment conditions package, based on shared
principles, for the next 5 to 7 years. We took account
of all potential clashes of interest, including
employees’ interest in having as much income
security as possible, and the organisation’s interest in
having a more competitive remuneration system.
In order to arrive at a policy proposal that would
be able to count on the support of all stakeholders
involved, we collected information from within
the organisation at different points in time. We
subsequently wrote an advisory report in which input
from the organisation and employees was taken into
account. These recommendations were discussed
and incorporated into an agreement in principle
on a sustainable HRM and employment conditions
policy. In addition, an investment agenda was set
up, which specifies that both the employer and the
employees will invest in the sustainable employability
of Gasunie’s employees. This unique joint process
between employer, trade unions and the Works
Council has restored trust and led to respect for each
other’s different points of view.
Performance-based pay
Our employees’ pay depends partly on whether
collective and/or individual targets are met. In
2015, performance-based pay applied to employees
covered by the collective labour agreement and
employees in a ‘young development’ scale 5.
We set targets for those activities that are crucial
in helping us implement our strategy: safety,
finance, security of supply and corporate social
responsibility. These targets are then subdivided
into sub-targets, which together add up to a
score of 100%. The 100% score is shown below.
The targets are described in the table below. If all
targets are achieved, employees covered by the
collective labour agreement are granted a bonus of
€ 500 gross. If the targets are not fully achieved, a
pro rata bonus is paid out.
In 2015, not all collective targets were achieved. On the
basis of the results, a bonus of € 375 gross was paid.
Part-time employees received this bonus pro rata.  

5	A wage scale for young employees that encourages their development by means of a broader remuneration range and more focus on
personal development.

Collective targets for employees covered by the
collective labour agreement

Target 2015

Achieved 2015

>= 7.5

7.3

Number of reportables

<4

3,7

Pipeline incidents

<6

5

0

3

> 20 kton

27.2

1 Safety

2 Security of supply
Transport interruptions
3 Corporate social responsibility
Limiting CO2 emissions
For employees with an individual employment
contract, besides the above targets, a financial
target was agreed: a reduction in net operating
costs by at least € 5 million or more (fully achieved)
and a return on invested capital of at least 6.7%
(largely achieved).
Health and wellbeing
We aim for the lowest possible level of absence due
to sickness. Our ‘signal value’ (i.e., the maximum
percentage we find acceptable) is 3.2%. In 2015,
absence due to sickness in at Gasunie in the
Netherlands was 3.15% (2014: 3.09%), which was
below our signal value. In Germany, the rate was
3.65%. The Dutch national average was 3.8% in 2014.
The 2015 percentage was not yet known at the time
of going to press.
In 2015, 45.2% of our employees in the Netherlands
did not report sick at all (zero absence rate). In 2014,
this rate was 50%. We have an active reintegration
policy for employees who are ill for a relatively long
time. We offer our employees an opportunity to
undergo a periodical medical examination once every
four years.
When our employees report sick, they can state
whether their absence is related to their work. In
2015, employees indicated 21 times that their sickness
was work-related (2014: 19). In 2015, one report was
made to the Netherlands Centre for Occupational
Disease (NCB) (2014: 0).
Participation Act
In 2015, we started implementing the Dutch
Participation Act. Our aim is to ensure that, by
2026, we employ some 75 people with occupational
limitations. We are already employing four people
from the target group in various positions. In
addition, we started a pilot with the W.A. van
Liefland School for children with a disability. We also
had frequent consultations with other companies

in the region to share knowledge and ideas. If the
pilot with the W.A. van Liefland School is successful,
we will turn the pilot into a permanent project for
the years 2016 to 2018. If it is not successful, we will
start other pilots to find initiatives that are a better
fit for our company. In addition, we want to find, on
average, seven extra positions in our company for
people with an occupational limitation. In 2016, we
will deliver a plan of approach for this.
Code of Conduct
We have drawn up a Code of Conduct [www.
gasunie.nl], which describes what we expect of our
employees in terms of behaving with integrity. The
Code includes rules for treating colleagues with
respect, ethical issues, bribery and corruption,
using alcohol and drugs, dealing with commercially
sensitive information, the use of social media, and
making telephone calls while driving. Violations
of the Code reported in 2015 were addressed
and appropriate measures were taken by the
management. In 2015, we found zero incidents of
bribery or corruption.
Whistleblower complaint
Following up on the complaint made in 2014 by
an employee regarding a possible flaw in a tender
procedure, an independent law firm looked into the
tender processes at Gasunie. This led to a number
of concrete recommendations for improving our
processes. These recommendations were translated
into actions, which have by now been completed.
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Report of the Supervisory Board
As Supervisory Board, we supervise and give
advice (both solicited and unsolicited) to the
management of N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie,
hereafter also referred to as Gasunie or the
company, with regard to formulating and
achieving the company’s objectives, strategy and
policy. We act as the employer of the Executive
Board.
Composition and organisation
The composition of our Board did not change in
2015. In the years 2013 and 2014, we welcomed
three new members. In the appointment
process, we used a competence profile drawn
up in conjunction with the shareholder. The
composition of our Board is diverse and balanced,
and all relevant skills are sufficiently represented.
The Chair of the Board is Mr Rinse de Jong, and
the Vice-Chair is Mr Dirk Jan van den Berg.
Our Board has two committees: the Audit
Committee, consisting of Ms Jolanda Poots-Bijl
(Chair) and Messrs Jean Vermeire and William
Schoeber; and the Remuneration, Selection and
Appointments Committee, consisting of  Ms
Martika Jonk (Chair) and Messrs Dirk Jan van den
Berg and Rinse de Jong.
Evaluation
Having now worked a full year in this composition,
we arranged for our performance to be appraised
in the autumn of 2015 by an independent
consultancy firm. This appraisal involved
questionnaires and interviews. In addition, all
members of our Board, the Executive Board, the
Secretary and the shareholder took part in a
360ᵒ appraisal, in which they gave their opinion
on the functioning of our Board and the quality
of collaboration with our Board. The consultancy
firm discussed this approach, the results of the
questionnaires and the analyses of the interviews

with the Chair, and shared a written report with
those involved. Finally, a meeting was held at
which all stakeholders (except the shareholder)
were represented.
Our Board experienced the appraisal process as
professional and constructive, yielding valuable
insights into how we can support the company
and its management more effectively. The
main findings relate to how we can deepen
the company’s relationship with the State as
shareholder in a broad sense, and thereby help
Gasunie in pursuing its vision and mission.
This is especially important at a time when the
long-term future of gas within society is no
longer seen as self-evident. A number of useful
suggestions were also made with regard to
creating more room in our meetings for the main
strategic and substantive issues that are relevant
here.
Way of working
We have adjusted our way of working so that we
have more time to discuss matters related to, or
arising from, the role the company sees for itself,
i.e., as a leading European infrastructure company
in the gas space in general. The company has
some valuable assets. On the one hand, it has a
physical infrastructure that forms part of the most
important European gas corridors. On the other
hand, it has extensive knowledge and expertise
in construction and operations, in creating open
and transparent markets (TTF), and in realising
international connections with other TSOs in
Europe. In this regard, much attention is devoted
to independent and well-organised governance,
to ensure that the international gas flows are
transported as safely, reliably and efficiently as
possible. The totality of these activities (also
referred to as the ‘gas roundabout’) is of great
importance for the management of energy and
heat in the Netherlands and north-west Europe,
and as such deserves our active attention.
Our Board met on nine occasions during 2015,
including three times in the form of a conference
call. Most meetings took place at Gasunie’s

headquarters in Groningen, but we also met in
Bremen, close to a major hub of international
gas pipelines belonging to Gasunie Deutschland,
which we also visited. All members of the
Supervisory Board were present at all meetings.
Supervision
We exercise our supervision of the Executive Board
through frequent, intensive meetings with the
management of Gasunie, both in plenary sessions
and via the two committees. Management in
this respect consists of the Executive Committee,
i.e., the two members of the Executive Board,
together with the General Directors of the Dutch
(GTS) and German (GUD) regulated activities,
the General Director of Participations & Business
Development, the Director of Legal Affairs,
Regulation & Communication and the Director of
Personnel & Organisation. This group constitutes
the de facto management of the company, led by
the Executive Board, which makes it the relevant
group for us to consult with. In this way, we
have direct access to the statutory management,
which we supervise formally, as well as to those
operationally responsible for Gasunie’s main
activities. Where useful and necessary, we also
invite other managers to give presentations to
us or to inform us in any other way on a wide
range of topics. This not only gives us more
substantive insight into the topics discussed, but
also gives us insight into the management levels
below the Board. This helps us to develop a good
understanding of the quality and succession
potential of the organisation. Because we also
wished to form an impression of the quality of
the organisation’s leadership and succession
potential, in 2015, we started discussions with
the Executive Board on the potential of Gasunie’s
current and future leaders. In 2015, together
with the Executive Board, the Supervisory Board
also considered the question of what the most
appropriate form of management for Gasunie
would be, and subsequently the best form of
governance. These discussions, in which the
shareholder is also involved, are expected lead to a
change in governance in 2016.
Topics covered
We reviewed many topics in the course of 2015.
The matter of safety is always at the top of the
agenda for all our meetings, just as it is for the
meetings of the Executive Board and the Executive
Committee for that matter. The safety of our
employees, customers and local residents, as well
as the integrity of our assets, deserve our full
attention. The discussion relating to a number
of fixed agenda items, such as risk management,

financial results, taxation, financing, regulation,
the business plan, automation and related
safety aspects, remuneration, and governance
is prepared before the meetings by one of the
two committees. This means that, in the plenary
meeting, we only need to deal with any additional
questions, and can take the required decisions. As
mentioned above, we will streamline this way of
working even further in order to create more time
to discuss substantive issues of importance to the
role and position of Gasunie in the ever broader
energy debate.
Strategy
In addition to these operational issues, we
devoted considerable attention to the company’s
strategy and the alignment with the Ministry of
Finance, as direct shareholder, and the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, as policy ministry in the
field of energy. The strategy is closely linked to
the public task that Gasunie performs, i.e., the
safe, reliable and efficient transport of gas for
its customers. In the case of transport for Dutch
customers, this public task is performed by GTS.
However, Gasunie's role is wider, in the sense that
it also co-manages the international connections
with Germany, Belgium and the UK. Gasunie
Deutschland operates an extensive transmission
grid in north-west Germany, linking up with the
transport network of Denmark and the important
supply lines from Russia (Nord Stream) and
(indirectly) Norway. In this way, safe, reliable
and affordable diversification of gas supplies to
north-west Europe becomes possible. This is also
in the interest of the Dutch energy and heating
system.
Besides these tasks, Gasunie provides a number
of support activities aimed at enhancing the
reliability and efficiency of the gas supply, and
on facilitating a liquid gas market that leads to
transparent pricing for all parties involved.
Security of supply
Gasunie sees it as part of its public task
to seek value retention of its tangible and
intangible assets. This implies playing an active
role in relation to national and international
decision-making regarding the energy supply of
north-west Europe, the heartland of Gasunie’s
operations. After all, active control of the routing
of gas flows to or via the Netherlands is of great
importance for the security of supply – not only
for the Netherlands (in the light of the ‘Groningen
Debate’), but also for our neighbouring countries
for which we co-manage the connections – and
ultimately for the value of our company. Such
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an active approach could, in our view, consist of
intensive collaboration with other infrastructure
companies in Europe, or of engaging in debates
about future (EU) laws and regulations. Our goal
here would be to become a sparring partner and
help shape the outcome of discussions. Obviously,
the public interest, proportionality, risk profile and
investment all need to be weighed against each
other here. As Supervisory Board, we wish to take
an active part in this debate with a view to the
undisrupted performance of the public task.
Outlook demand for gas transport
The Dutch Government’s Energy Report confirms
that, as a flexible and relatively clean source of
energy, gas will have a key role to play during the
long transitional period towards a fully sustainable
energy supply. Dutch society is struggling to find
the best way of benefiting from its still sizeable
and economically significant gas reserves – and to
do so safely and for as long as possible. Following
the recent earthquake problem, production
levels of Groningen gas have been reduced.
This lost production can be compensated for in
several ways. The manner in which replacement
is arranged could have important implications
for how the network capacity managed by
Gasunie is used in the future. It is clear that, for
the foreseeable future, the Netherlands will not
have enough production capacity from its own
gas fields to meet the total current and future
demand for energy and heat in the Netherlands
and that of contracted foreign buyers of Dutch
natural gas. This includes gas from ‘small’ fields
and energy from alternative sustainable sources.
This means that, for a long time, it will still be
necessary to import gas to facilitate the transition
to a sustainable energy and heat system. The
main current – and future – suppliers of this
gas are Russia and Norway, as well as several
LNG producers. To make the various qualities of
gas suitable for use with domestic equipment,
Gasunie, in close cooperation with the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, is making a substantial
investment to expand its nitrogen capacity.

these matters with the Board. We have also
sought advice about a portfolio of investment
projects, based on innovative ideas designed to
facilitate the production of green gas. In these
projects, Gasunie has the role of co-investor in
the infrastructure. In this way, together with
partners, Gasunie can facilitate the transition
to a sustainable supply of energy by providing
solutions that, in part, continue to make use of
our network.
We believe that, as an infrastructure company,
Gasunie can, par excellence, play a role in activities
that also allow for innovative initiatives with
regard to the energy transition. These initiatives
should come mainly from the market. However,
experience has taught us that, often, parties only
move if a technology or idea proves its value in
practice. Gasunie and related companies can play
a stimulating and facilitating role here. In this
way, the government will be investing indirectly
in a more sustainable society. This seems in line
with the priorities that politicians have also set
themselves in the climate debate. As Supervisory
Board, we seek to encourage this development
through stimulating discussion and issuing
challenges.

Energy transition
One of Gasunie’s strategic pillars is to facilitate
the transition to a more sustainable use of energy.
Part of this is involves ‘greenifying’ gas and energy
transport. This can be achieved, for example, by

New employment conditions
With respect to the internal organisation of
Gasunie, two important issues required our
attention.  The first relates to the unrest that
arose in 2014 regarding the proposal for a new
remuneration policy. The second relates to the
development of a new transport management
system. Regarding the first point, the need
for a new policy was not sufficiently clear to
employees, resulting in a loss of confidence in
the organisation. The developments relating to
gas mentioned above will have a predictable,
adverse effect on income in the future. Legitimate
stakeholder interests require of the Executive
Board (and the Supervisory Board) that they
think about such a development in good time,
and respond in a timely manner. This can also
protect the interests of other stakeholders,
such as shareholders in the form of Dutch
society. The organisation will need to be more
flexible and agile. Employees, too, will need
to keep developing continuously. Sustainable
employability is promoted through training and
competence development. An intensive discussion

mixing natural gas with as much gas as possible
of sustainable origin (mostly gas from biomass)
and by participating in sustainable energy
projects. Gasunie has already launched a number
of such projects, which will become increasingly
effective as time goes on. We regularly discuss

took place in 2015 between the company, the
Works Council and the relevant unions concerning
sensible and sustainable employment conditions
and HR policy for the next 5 to 7 years, including
terms in line with the market. This has led to
a unique partnership, with the three parties

jointly submitting a package of measures to the
employees. This package is the first step in a
process in which material employment conditions
can be ‘exchanged’ for training and development.
The financial contributions to this package come
from both the employees and the employer.
We are very pleased with the results achieved
so far, and are impressed by the innovation and
willingness of all concerned to think ‘outside the
box’. We have also complimented them on this.
At the same time, we would remark that any
structural change in external conditions should
lead to a new dialogue. This is also implicitly
agreed in the present package, where the
partners, in an ongoing dialogue, monitor HR and
employment conditions policy. We are continuing
to follow this process closely, keeping in mind the
interests of all stakeholders.
New transport management system
The second important internal issue is the
replacement of the management system of our
gas transport network. The existing system was
originally developed in-house and then built and
rebuilt many times to accommodate changes
in market behaviour and/or regulations. The
system is now approaching the end of its life.
Several years ago, Gasunie looked into possible
alternative systems. However, such systems turned
out not to exist (at least not for gas), and a kind
of ‘next best’ solution has now been chosen. In
close cooperation with two software suppliers,
an existing management system for electricity is
being converted into a management system for gas
infrastructure. This is a major project, and given
the complexity and the robustness required of the
solution, we are following it closely. The history
of large IT projects and government organisations
is not good. Gasunie therefore, together with the
suppliers, designed a step-by-step approach, with
short-cycle milestone reports. Several members of
our Board, along with the management, discussed
the IT and project management, with a focus on
the estimated requirements of the management
structure. This is further complicated by the
fact that the suppliers are working on the joint
solution at two different, geographically distant
locations from each other. Gasunie employees
and consultants check on progress very regularly
through video conferencing, and also on the spot.
Reports on progress are made to us, and these
have so far been in line with the plans.
Information security
A related matter is a session at which members
of the Audit Committee and the Chair of the
Board, together with the Board, management

and IT security employees, talked with an outside
party about cybersecurity. Gasunie operates a
top-rank, flexible infrastructure, has access to the
best-connected sources in the Netherlands in this
field, and has also organised itself in accordance
with the corresponding implicit standard. The
discussion confirmed this approach, but also how
rapidly circumstances in this field are changing
and that constant vigilance is required.
Audit Committee
The Audit Committee assists the Supervisory
Board in supervising the Executive Board on
matters such as the installation and proper
functioning of the internal risk management and
control systems, the financial reporting process
and installing and maintaining associated internal
procedures, the financing of the company and
its relationship with the internal and external
auditors.
The Audit Committee met five times in 2015,
including one telephone conference. Besides
the members of Audit Committee, the CFO, the
operational auditor and the external auditor were
all present on all occasions, as well as senior staff
members of the Group Finance Department.
The agenda included regular items, such
as periodical internal and external financial
reporting, the business plan (including efficiency
targets), taxation, financing, the operational
auditor’s periodical reports and working schedule,
the external auditor’s audit plan, the management
letter and the auditor’s report, the Document of
Representation of governance, the risk matrix and
the control of the main risks, the developments
in information technology, and the organisation
and effectiveness of security with regard to safe
and reliable gas transport/corporate security. The
Audit Committee also discussed the valuation
models and received an update of the activities
relating to fraud awareness.
In connection with the mandatory rotation of
the external auditor, Gasunie passed from EY to
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC). At the meeting
of the Audit Committee of March 13, both external
auditors were present, EY for the treatment of
the annual financial statements for 2014 and PwC
because it will be conducting the audit of the
accounts of Gasunie with effect from the financial
year 2015.
From time to time, the Chair of the Audit
Committee speaks directly with the external auditor,
usually in the presence of the Chief Financial Officer
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of Gasunie. The discussions and findings of the Audit
Committee are reported in the plenary meetings of
the Supervisory Board. The Committee’s meeting
documents and minutes will be made available to all
Supervisory Board members.
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Reporting under the whistleblower scheme
Following the announcement in 2014 of a
‘suspicion of wrongdoing’, concerning a possible
flaw in a tender procedure by an employee of
Gasunie, this matter has since been reviewed by
a law firm. The review contained a number of
recommendations for improving our processes,
which were converted into specific actions. These
were discussed in the Supervisory Board in 2015
and have now been implemented.
Remuneration, Selection and Appointment
Committee
The Committee met three times in 2015.
In addition to regular subjects, such as the
achievement of the objectives for the purpose of
determining the variable remuneration for 2014,
the adoption of new collective and individual
targets according to the budget of 2016, the
annual report for 2014 and the remuneration
section concerning 2015, the Committee also
discussed the management of the company,
developments regarding the employment
conditions policy of the Executive Board, and the
recovery of variable remuneration from former
members of the Executive Board (see also p. 118).

Meetings with the Works Council
The custom at Gasunie for members of the
Supervisory Board to attend at least two meetings
of the Works Council a year was also followed
in 2015. During 2015, Mrs Jolanda Poots-Bijl and
Mr Rinse de Jong each attended a consultative
meeting (in June and November respectively). The
autumn meeting was preceded by an informal
‘grass-roots lunch’, when the Board member could
talk directly with the employees of the site where
the meeting was being held.
Word of appreciation
The Board wishes to thank the Executive Board,
the management and all employees for their
commitment and dedication in 2015. Through their
commitment and professionalism, they ensured
that Gasunie customers were provided with a safe
and uninterrupted supply of gas in 2015.
16 March 2016,
Supervisory Board of N.V. De Nederlandse Gasunie
Rinse de Jong, Chair
Dirk Jan van den Berg, Vice-Chair
Martika Jonk
Jolanda Poots-Bijl
Willem Schoeber
Jean Vermeire

Remuneration structure of the Supervisory
Board
The remuneration received by members of the
Board exercising their duties is given in the
following table. These exclude reimbursement of
travel costs and other expenses.
Position

Remuneration per year

Chair of the Supervisory Board (or Interim Chair)

€ 30,000

Vice-Chair of the Supervisory Board

€ 22,000

Member of the Supervisory Board

€ 20,000

Chair or member of the AC

€ 5,000

Chair or member of the BBC

€ 2,000

The remuneration paid over 2015 and 2014 is
shown in the financial statements on p. 116.

Corporate Governance
General
N.V. De Nederlandse Gasunie (Gasunie) is a public
limited company whose sole shareholder is the
Dutch State. The shares are held by the Ministry
of Finance. The company is subject to a mitigated
structure regime. The governance structure is based
on Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code, the Corporate
Governance Code, the company’s articles of
association and various internal regulations. Various
provisions affecting the governance of the company
are also contained in the Gas Act.
Executive Board and Executive Committee
In 2015, the Executive Board consisted of two
people. In principle, the Board meets once a
week. The Board is collectively responsible for
the management of the company, as well as the
general affairs of the various subsidiaries. Most
meetings take place in the broader context of the
Executive Committee. The Executive Committee
consists of the Executive Board plus the managing
directors of the Dutch (GTS) and German (Gasunie
Deutschland) network operators, the General
Director of Participations & Business Development,
the Director of Legal, Regulatory & Public Affairs,
and the HR Director.
Supervisory Board
The composition of the Supervisory Board in 2015
is described elsewhere in this Annual Report.
The Board meets at least four times a year. The
Board acts as the employer of Gasunie’s Executive
Board members, supervises the management and
supports it with advice. In accordance with the
Gas Act and the articles of association, important
decisions to be made by Gasunie Transport
Services B.V. are also submitted for approval to
the Supervisory Board of Gasunie. The Board has
two sub-committees: the Audit Committee (which
supervises, in particular, the risk management and
audit systems, the annual and semi-annual financial
reporting, as well as the financing of the company
and its pension schemes) and the Remuneration,
Selection & Appointments Committee. The
meetings of the Committees are discussed at the
meetings of the complete Board, on the basis of
which decisions are made.
Compliance with the Dutch Corporate
Governance Code
The Dutch Corporate Governance Code is applied
by state participations, and thus also by Gasunie.
Where possible, the principles and best-practice
provisions have been implemented in our articles
of association and in various regulations. Since
Gasunie is not a listed company, principles and

best-practice provisions that are directly related to
stock exchange listing are not applicable.
We confirm compliance with best-practice provisions
II.3.4 and III.6.3, which state that transactions in
which there is a conflict of interests, carried out
by members of the Executive Board or Supervisory
Board, must be mentioned in the Annual Report. In
2015, no such transactions took place.
A few of the principles and best-practice provisions
that are applicable to our company are not applied.
In accordance with the Corporate Governance Code,
those that are not adhered to are detailed below:
Executive Board
II.2.12 The remuneration report shall be posted on
the company’s website.
Reason for departing from this best practice:
In our annual report, we transparently describe
Gasunie’s remuneration policy, approved by the
shareholder, and the actual implementation thereof
by the Supervisory Board in the year under review.
The Annual Report is published on Gasunie’s website.
Supervisory Board
III.5 If the Supervisory Board consists of more
than four members, the Board shall appoint from
its number an Audit Committee, a Remuneration
Committee and a Selection & Appointments
Committee.
Reason for departing from this best practice:
Because their tasks are closely related, the
Remuneration Committee and the Selection &
Appointments Committee have been combined to
form a single committee.
Available documentation
The following documents are available on the
Gasunie website (www.gasunie.nl):
Ü Procedure governing the activities of the
Executive Board
Ü Procedure governing the activities of the
Supervisory Board
Ü Whistleblower scheme
Ü Code of Conduct
Given the nature of the company, we have no
specific regulations governing insider trading,
holding securities, and securities transactions. The
prohibition on the use of inside information has been
incorporated into the Code of Conduct
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Remuneration policy of the
Executive Board

Ü

The remuneration policy was adopted by the
General Meeting of Shareholders, as proposed by
the Supervisory Board, with due account taken
of the recommendation of the Remuneration,
Selection & Appointments Committee.
Ü
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Context of the remuneration policy
Over the past few years, Gasunie has grown into
a European gas infrastructure company with
many international customers. Gasunie operates
in a converging European market and is not only
active in regulated markets, but also develops
non-regulated activities, and is thus creating
value for its stakeholders. It creates value for the
Dutch economy primarily by developing a strong
‘hub’ function in a liquid market; by enabling the
throughput of significant gas flows; by enabling
trade and competition between gas suppliers in
the domestic gas market; and by creating flexibility
(through storage facilities). All this makes Gasunie
a very valuable asset to the Dutch economy. The
management of the company therefore bears a
great responsibility.
The aims and principles underlying the
remuneration policy
The aim of the remuneration policy is to attract,
motivate and retain Executive Board members
of the right quality and experience, both from
within the company and in the form of proven
talent from the market. The remuneration reflects
the responsibility borne by the management,
and is considered in the light of the applicable
remuneration principles in the market (as
explained below). Gasunie needs this management
talent in order to achieve its essential strategic
objectives in the context described above. This
policy is implemented based on the following
considerations:
Ü In principle, having the State as a 100%
shareholder, Gasunie applies the same criteria
that are applied to the remuneration policy
in state-owned companies. If the Supervisory
Board feels that this may lead to unacceptable
risks for the company, it will consult with the
shareholder.
Ü Gasunie bases remuneration packages for
members of the Executive Board on a market
comparison, based on a relevant reference
group in the labour market. This group
consists of public, semi-public, private and
international companies (in a weighted ratio
of 50-25-25), with activities similar to those of
Gasunie (energy, distribution, installation and
construction).

 he structure of the remuneration of members
T
of the Executive Board is determined on the
basis of market comparisons that also take into
account the remuneration ratios within the
company, thus creating a logically continuing
salary line from the posts in the Executive
Board to the posts under the Executive Board
Application of the variable remuneration policy
depends on the achievement of short- and
long-term targets with respect to operational
and strategic performance.

Remuneration structure
The remuneration consists of:
Ü A fixed component (basic annual salary)
Ü A variable component, dependent on the
attainment of both short- and long-term
targets, as specified in the pages below
Ü The employer’s contribution to the pension
premium
Ü Other secondary employment conditions.
Basic annual salary
When appointing members of the Executive Board,
at the request of the shareholder, the Supervisory
Board will limit the sum of the fixed and variable
annual salary on appointment to a maximum of
€ 350,000 (2010 level). The Supervisory Board
decides on the level of annual salary increments.
If the maximum salary has been reached, further
growth is limited to the structural increments laid
down in the collective labour agreement.
Variable remuneration
The variable remuneration is based on the
remuneration policy that has been approved
by the shareholder. As of 2014, we lowered the
maximum variable remuneration from 35% to 20%
of the basic annual salary. This is in line with the
policy direction taken by the Dutch State to limit
variable remuneration in the financial sector, and,
in the same spirit, to lower variable remuneration
in state participations, as established in 2013 in the
Policy on Government Participations. In 2014, we
compensated for this reduction by raising the basic
annual salary according to a conversion factor
of 50% of the nominal reduction of the variable
remuneration. In the years after 2014, we will apply
a compensation of 40%. We have chosen partial
compensation, because, in our experience, not
all targets set are fully realised. Over the period
2008 up to and including 2013, the members of our
Executive Board realised on average 71%.
The targets that must be attained in order to
qualify for variable remuneration are agreed
annually. These targets should be both

measurable and ambitious. The Supervisory Board
is authorised to adjust the variable component
within the limits mentioned below if it is likely
to lead to unfair outcomes due to exceptional
circumstances during the performance period.
An example of this is the downward adjustment
of the variable remuneration at the time of a
fatal accident which fell outside the applied
target definition. The Supervisory Board is
also authorised to reclaim from members of
the Executive Board a variable bonus that was
awarded on the basis of inaccurate data (financial
or otherwise).
The Supervisory Board has chosen performance
criteria that relate to the implementation
of Gasunie's strategic goals, both short- and
long-term. For each pillar of the strategy, one or
more performance criteria have been developed.
The three strategic pillars of Gasunie and the
associated performance criteria are as follows:
Ü
Ü

Ü

 o optimise the value of our existing assets
T
(financial targets)
To strengthen our leading position as a
cross-border gas infrastructure company in
Europe (Economic Value Added)
To enable the transition towards more
sustainable energy use (Corporate Social
Responsibility).

In defining the company’s strategy, account is
explicitly taken of the social impact of Gasunie's
activities and their effects on the environment
and society. Criteria have therefore also been
defined to assess performance in the areas of
safety and security of supply. Given the nature of
the variable remuneration elements (the absence
of option packages and associated remuneration
mechanisms), the possibility of carrying out a
scenario analysis, as mentioned in the Corporate
Governance Code, is not relevant.
Variable short-term remuneration
(maximum 15%)
The purpose of the variable short-term
remuneration is to reward the attainment of
the previously agreed challenging targets in a
number of operational and financial key areas.
The collective operational targets apply to all
Gasunie staff. The collective financial targets apply
to employees with an individual employment
contract. The criteria for awarding the variable
remuneration relate mainly to the implementation
of the strategy. The strategy has been approved by
the Supervisory Board and tested against Gasunie's
public interest. This is reflected in, for example,
6 For an explanation, see the Glossary.

challenging, quantified targets relating to safety,
security of supply and cost-efficiency.
This variable component of the salary of the
members of the Executive Board is subject to an
upper limit of 15% of the basic annual salary. In
addition, a long-term bonus of up to 5% may be
awarded (see below).
The breakdown of this 15% for 2015 is as follows:
Collective Gasunie targets (10%):
Safety
Ü Total Recordable Frequency Index (TRFI6 )
Fully attained when TRFI is lower than 4
Ü Pipeline damage incidents
Fully attained at a maximum
of 5 incidents
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3%

Security of supply
Ü Better performance in the field of security of
supply
Fully attained at 0 transport interruptions
2%
Financial results
Ü Net operating costs
Fully attained if lower than € 353 million
Ü Return On Invested Capital
Fully attained if 6.7% or higher

3%

Corporate Social Responsibility
Ü Reduction of the CO2 footprint
Fully attained if CO2 reduction is 20 ktonnes or
more
2%
Individual targets (5%):
Ü General contribution of the Board member
to Gasunie’s result (to be determined by the
Supervisory Board)
5%
Variable long-term remuneration
(maximum 5%)
Gasunie also pays its Executive Board members
a variable bonus, linked to the value creation in
the long term. This variable long-term bonus has
three components. The first is the Operational
Cost Index for the TSOs, which reflects the ratio
of operating costs to the asset base for which
the costs are incurred. The second component
is the EVA™ (Economic Value Added). This
performance is measured over a period of three
years and is dependent on the development of
the EVA (EVA = (ROIC – WACC) × Invested Capital)
for the non-regulated activities. If the two
components are realised in full, the variable salary
amounts 2.5% and 2.5% of the basic annual salary
respectively.
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As of 2015, the Asset Utilisation Rate is no longer
used as a criterion. Due to the unpredictable
effect of short-term bookings, this ratio can only
be influenced to a limited extent on an annual
basis, and is therefore not suitable for measuring
performance. This does not alter the fact that the
utilisation rate of the network is important. The
actions to be taken by the Board geared to the
long-term utilisation of the network form part of
the individual target ‘General contribution of the
Board member to Gasunie’s result’. As of 2015, this
general contribution has been increased from 3%
to 5%.
Procedure
The targets for eligibility for variable remuneration
are agreed at the start of the relevant year
between the Supervisory Board and the members
of the Executive Board, once the Chair of the
Executive Board has discussed a proposal to
this end with the Remuneration, Selection &
Appointments Committee.
In the following year, the extent to which
those targets have been met is evaluated by
the external auditor and an assurance report
with limited assurance is provided. This result
is then adopted by the Supervisory Board,
following a recommendation to that effect by
the Remuneration, Selection & Appointments
Committee.
Variable remuneration is paid out following the
General Meeting of Shareholders’ approval of the
annual accounts of the year for which the targets
were set.
Pension
The members of the Executive Board fall under the
same pension scheme as other staff.
Other secondary employment conditions
Gasunie has put together a package of secondary
employment conditions for its Executive Board
members which also apply to other staff. For the
members of the Executive Board, a lease car has
been made available that is commensurate with
their position.

Other conditions
Term of office
Members of the Executive Board are appointed
for a period of four years. Mr Han Fennema may
be reappointed once for a maximum of a further
four years, unless special circumstances justify a
different term, to be mutually agreed. Mr René
Oudejans may be reappointed for subsequent
terms of four years. The members are employed
by Gasunie on the basis of a permanent contract,
which ends when they reach state pension age.

Remuneration package 2015

Notice period
For members of the Executive Board a notice
period of three months applies.

Targets and payment of variable bonuses relating to
2015 performance

Compensation for dismissal
Compensation for dismissal for Executive Board
members will be limited to a maximum of
one year’s basic salary, in accordance with the
Corporate Governance Code, except where such a
limitation is clearly unreasonable.
Change of control
Executive Board members are covered by a ‘change
of control’ clause, which states that if they are
forced to leave the company due to a merger
with or the acquisition of the company by an
external party, or in the event of a fundamental
change in the nature, management or structure
of the company that is beyond the control
of the Executive Board, they will be awarded
compensation up to a maximum of one year’s
basic salary, regardless of which party terminates
the employment contract.
Balanced composition
With two men, the composition of the Executive
Board is not in compliance with a balanced
composition as mentioned in Article 2:166 of the
Dutch Civil Code, which states that a balanced
composition means that an Executive Board
should contain at least 30% women. When new
members need to be appointed, we aim to comply
with this provision. Nevertheless, when filling in
the post of Chair of the Executive Board, matching
the candidates and the desired profile did not
result in a more balanced composition.

Based on the policy outlined above, the
Supervisory Board agreed the following basic
annual salaries and variable bonuses for members
of the Executive Board active on 31 December 2015:
In euros

Salary 2015

Variable remuneration (for performance 2015)

Mr J.J. Fennema

297,070

48,662

Mr I.M. Oudejans

274,132

44,905
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Mr J.J. Fennema

Mr I.M. Oudejans

Maximum

Realised

Realised

1.a. Safety (TRFI: 3.7, Pipeline incidents: 5)

3.00%

2.25%

2.25%

1.b. Security of supply
(Transport interruptions: 3)

2.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.c. Financial results
(NOK: € 348m, ROIC: 6.56%)

3.00%

1,97%

1,97%

1.d. 	Corporate social responsibility (CO2

2.00%

2,00%

2,00%

10.00%

7,22%

7,22%

5.00%

4,00%

4,00%

5.00%

4,00%

4,00%

3.a. 	Operational Cost Index (fully realised)

2.50%

2,50%

2,50%

3.b. 	Economic Value Added (fully realised)

2.50%

2,50%

2,50%

Subtotal

5.00%

5,00%

5,00%

20.,00%

16,22%

16,22%

80,10%

80,10%

€ 48.662

€ 44.905

1.

Collective Gasunie targets

reduction: 27.2 ktonnes)
Subtotal
2.

Individual targets

Subtotal
3. 	Variable long-term remuneration
component

Total
Realisation percentage
Payment of variable bonuses
For the allocation of other remuneration
package components in 2015, see note 23 to the
consolidated financial statements.

Risk management
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Doing business and taking risks go hand in hand.
That also applies to Gasunie. Like any other company,
we have to deal with a large variety of internal
and external factors that affect our operations
in a positive or negative sense. We have a public
task and, by taking care of safe and reliable gas
transport, we contribute to the energy supply in
the Netherlands and Germany and a large part of
north-west Europe. We aim to maintain security of
supply and the safety of people and the environment
at as high a level as possible, while at the same time
promoting developments such as market integration
and the energy transition. That is why it is of crucial
importance for us to have as complete a picture as
possible of the risks we run in this regard, and to take
measures to control these risks.
In the decision-making within Gasunie, risk
management plays an important part at every
level. This relates to factors affecting the feasibility
of our strategy and objectives, as well as factors
affecting the company’s activities within our units
and departments. We consider risk management
a fundamental part of our operations, and we use
it to identify and manage our main risks. It allows
us to make well-informed choices that lead to a
greater chance of success of our mission, vision and
strategy, within a risk profile and risk appetite that
is acceptable to us. Risk management also plays an
important role in justifying internal and external
requirements. In this role, risk management is
compliance-driven, making visible how Gasunie
meets these requirements, by carrying out risk
assessments, for example.
Risk management in 2015
On the basis of the periodical assessment of the
setup and functioning of our risk framework, we
analysed our risk management in 2015 from three
angles:
Ü Positioning of our corporate risk management
Ü S
 trengthening of Gasunie-wide risk
management for strategic and/or complex
projects in the entire organisation
Ü Coordination of our operational risk
management across sub-areas.
We discussed the provisional outcomes of this
analysis with the Audit Committee. These discussions
confirmed that the basis of the framework is
sufficient, and that we will make even more use
of risk management to support our strategic
decision-making. As a result, we will be able to keep
good track of the effects of the ever more dynamic
environment. In 2016, this will be worked out in more
detail.

Risk framework: Policy and control
Risk management is a continuous process that is
performed at strategic, tactical and operational
level. It provides management information, as well
as clarifying accountability in decision-making. The
Executive Board is responsible for risk management
within our company, and is supported in this by the
Corporate Risk Management department.
We use the Three Lines of Defense (LoD) model, in
which our business/line management is primarily
responsible for applying risk management, forming
the first line. The second line consists of corporate
departments, including Risk Management
and Control, whose task it is to prepare a risk
management policy for the Executive Board, and
to challenge and advise the business. The third line
is formed by the Operational Audit department,
which assesses the setup and functioning of the Risk
Framework and reports on this to the Chair of the
Executive Board.
The accountability reports from the units to
the Executive Board run via the Document of
Representation (DoR). Units use the DoR to provide
formal feedback on the fact that the business
controls have been carried out in accordance with
the guidelines of the Minimum Requirements of
Management Control and the Code of Conduct.
As part of the Management Control system, the
Supervisory Board and the Audit Committee
regularly discuss developments regarding the
objectives, strategy and policy, as well as the most
important risks for the company and the outcomes
of operational audits with the (members of) the
Executive Board.
Our employees act on the basis of our core values
and risk awareness, thus creating a 'Base Line of
Defense'.
Risk acceptance
The following table shows risk acceptance
according to the COSO Enterprise Risk Management
Framework, which classifies the risks into four
categories: Strategic, Operational, Reporting/
Finance and Compliance/Legal. At corporate and
business unit level, we specifically identify and
manage strategic risks and opportunities, while at
department level we mainly focus on operational
risks.

Risk category (COSO ERM)

Risk acceptance

Explanation

Strategic

Low

In pursuing our strategic objectives, we try to strike a
balance between the regulated TSO function (very low
risk acceptance) and the non-regulated TSO activities
(higher risk acceptance) to prevent that risks which
threaten the achievement of the strategic objectives
enhance each other, which generally leads to a lower
risk acceptance.

Operational

Very low

Risks to the safety of our surroundings or to Gasunie
employees or contractors are avoided as much as
possible; risk acceptance is very low. Risks to the
continuity of a reliable infrastructure are also reduced.

Reporting / Finance

Low

Gasunie is not prepared to take risks regarding material
errors in financial systems, models and business
reports. Gasunie is not prepared to take risks that limit
its access to the financial markets.

Compliance / Legal

Zero

Gasunie strives to comply with all applicable laws and
regulations.

Main risks
The corporate risk analysis is carried out at strategic
level. This is the risk analysis that the Executive
Board performs together with the business unit
and unit managers, and which is integrated into the
strategy cycle and into the business planning and
control cycle.

Low
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In the table below, we give a visual representation,
using colours, of the outcomes of the corporate risk
analysis. The risks are mapped against the chance
of them arising and their impact after the control
measures have been carried out. The numbers in the
matrix below refer to the numbers of the risks in the
risk table beneath.

Chance

High
High

Catastrophic (5)

6

Serious (4)

4

1

7 | 8

2 | 5

Moderate (3)

3

Impact
Small (2)

Zero (1)

Exceptional

Unlikely

Possible

Probable

Almost certain

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Low

The main risks that follow from our corporate risk analysis are as follows:
Strategic/general risks

Control measures (selection)

1. Strategy
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•	The strategy is no longer aligned with
changed circumstances.

•	Monitor external developments accurately in order to
obtain/maintain a good strategic foundation.

•	The position of gas and Gasunie is given
little attention in (north-west European)
energy policy.

•	Position gas as an essential part of the energy mix
in the medium term and as a means of enabling a
transition towards a more sustainable energy use.

•	Geopolitical risks
	The risk that geopolitical conflicts have a
negative effect on the gas flows in and to
the Netherlands and Germany.

•	Safeguard security of supply through ensuring
connections with various sources and stable economic
and political relationships.

2. Market and profitability objectives
•	Limited growth due to market developments
	The risk that Gasunie’s influence will
decrease due to the formation of some large
competitive TSOs within the EU.

•	Enter into joint ventures; distinguish ourselves from
the competition by providing services and products
that meet the needs of the market (e.g., PRISMA,
EnergyStock and TTF).

•	Investments to meet sustainability aims
cannot be earned back in the short term
	The risk that start-up/initial costs are
relatively high and will not be able to be
earned back in the short term.

•	New, specific department set up (Gasunie New
Energy) that focuses on facilitating and stimulating
new (sustainable) energy projects in which gas plays
an important part, either independently or through
partnerships.
•	Develop new business models.

•	Changing revenue model
	The risk that market developments will lead
to the replacement of long-term contracts
by short-term contracts, which gives rise to
uncertainties with regard to future revenues
(fluctuations), and thus investments.

•	Develop a vision of future capacity demand and adjust
the business model/revenue model in good time.
•	Develop new services/sources of income within
business units (e.g., EnergyStock, small-scale LNG).

3. Regulation
•	Adverse developments in the regulatory
framework can only be absorbed to a limited
extent in the Netherlands and Germany

•	Dialogue with regulatory authorities.
•	Intensify activities between Gasunie as TSO and
ENTSOG (European network of TSOs).

	The risk that insufficient influence can be
exercised on the development of regulation
in Europe
4. Security of supply

	The risk that, due to the further restriction
of the gas production from the Groningen
field reduces the availability of L gas.

•	The risk that the negative reputation
of fossil fuels affects the attention
given to and the opinions on the
positive contribution that gas and
gas infrastructure can make to a
sustainable energy mix.

	Position gas as an integral part of the energy mix to enable
a transition towards a more sustainable energy use. Give
continuous attention to transparent decision-making
process to substantiate risk considerations.

Operational risks

Control measures (selection)

6. Catastrophes
•	The risk of catastrophes, such as major
accidents, as well as terror and cyber
attacks

•	Periodically review policy, including on the basis of external
developments, with regard to operational continuity/crisis
management and hold emergency drills.

•	The risk of unsafe situations for
employees, suppliers, local residents
and chain partners.

•	Work in accordance with safety and quality management
systems, such as NTA 8120 and NTA 8620, to prevent
deviations, failures and incidents, and if they occur, control
and manage the consequences.
•	Continuously emphasise (internally and externally) the
importance of safety and the four pillars of our safety policy:
occupational safety, external safety, process safety and
technical safety.
•	Continuously focus on cyber risks by taking appropriate
measures.

7. Project management
•	The risk of delays in the planning and
completion of infrastructure and IT
projects due to increasing complexity
and dependencies.
•	The risk of delays in the planning and
completion of infrastructure projects;
public opinion and regulators less
willing to accept risks.
Risks of laws and regulations

	Laws and regulations restrict the
development of the non-regulated domain

• Lower availability of L gas

5. Reputation risk

•	Contribute to the transition of L gas to H gas in
Germany.
•	Invest in an extra nitrogen plant to expand capacity of
quality conversion.

•	Set up well-organised project teams with a robust project
plan including both internal and external evaluation
moments.
•	Adopt active stakeholder management (e.g., regarding
licensing process as part of Strategic Environs Management
(SEM)).
•	Prepare organisation to cope with tighter constraints and
related need to justify actions.
Control measures (selection)

8. Laws and regulations
•	The risk of not being able to comply
with external laws and regulations due
to changes in laws and regulations
and licensing conditions (zoning,
environmental requirements, noise
emission requirements) and the
adjustments that will need to be made
to the existing infrastructure; for
example, as a result of legislation with
regard to CO2 and NOx emissions.

•	Prepare organisation to cope with stricter legal
requirements; integral approach (asset management).
•	Carry out and follow up risk analysis and audits (in
conformity with NTA 8120).
•	Share knowledge by participating in normalisation
committees.

	Public opinion and regulatory
authorities less willing to accept risks.
•	The risk of not being able to comply
with European tender rules, as a
result of which the tender cannot be
completed successfully and no final
award can be made, which leads to
delays.

•	During project preparation, actively involve purchasing/legal
expertise to ensure the correct application of tender rules.
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Financial risks
For a description of the main financial risks Gasunie
is subject to, its financial positions and the control
measures taken, see note 21 to the consolidated
financial statements.
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In addition, in preparing the financial statements,
management makes estimates and assessments
which affect the assets and liabilities presented
as at balance sheet date and the result for the
financial year. The judgements and estimates
are mainly relevant for the valuation of fixed
assets, the provision for abandonment costs and
redevelopment, deferred taxation, pensions and
other equity interests, and on the classification
of equity interests in the context of IFRS 10
Consolidated Financial Statements and IFRS 11 Joint
Arrangements. For more details, see the notes to
the consolidated financial statements (p. 75).
Information security
Information security is of crucial importance to
the functioning of our business processes. All
business processes, including the vital ones, are
highly dependent on IT systems. The primary goal
of our information security is to support all business
processes to ensure undisrupted service provision.
The system is based on ISO27001. In conformity
with this ISO standard, we implement fitting
measures with regard availability, integrity and
confidentiality. We monitor the effectiveness and
make improvements where necessary.
In drawing up measures, we closely consider the
cohesion among the organisation, technology
and people. We have a company-wide information
security vision, which we manage centrally but
execute locally. This not only concerns prevention
(including the prevention of hacking), but also
detecting security issues and responding to them
adequately.
We give continuous attention to the human
component. It is of great importance that every
employee is aware of the risks regarding information
security. To ensure this, we involve colleagues from
various departments. As a result, people think not
only in terms of existing rules and structures, but are
also open to innovative ways of thinking, while we
enable them to share issues and insights with each
other.
In-Control Statement
The Executive Board is aware that no risk
management systems, no matter how professional,
can offer absolute certainty that the company
objectives will be achieved or that such systems can

fully prevent material inaccuracies, loss, fraud or
violations of the laws and regulations.
With respect to the financial reporting risks,
the Executive Board states that the internal risk
management and audit systems provide a reasonable
degree of certainty that the financial reporting does
not contain any material inaccuracies and that the
risk management and audit systems in the year under
review functioned properly. It is therefore expected
that the continuity of the company is guaranteed for
the coming twelve months.

Composition of the Supervisory Board
(As of reporting date, 16 March 2016)

R. (Rinse) de Jong
(1948, Dutch nationality)
Chair
Date of first appointment: 16 May 2012
Second term ends in 2018
Member of the Remuneration, Selection & Appointments
Committee
Board member, Stichting Aandelenbeheer BAM Groep
Board member, Stichting tot het houden van Preferente
aandelen Wereldhave
Member of the Supervisory Board, USG People NV
Member of the Supervisory Board, Enexis Holding NV
Chair of the Supervisory Board, Bakeplus Holding BV
Member of the Supervisory Board, Rabobank Arnhem and
surroundings
Member of the Supervisory Board of Hogeschool van
Amsterdam (HvA), as of 1 February 2015
Advisor to the Supervisory Board of the University of
Amsterdam (as of 1 February 2015)
Unpaid:
Member of the Supervisory Board, Stichting Toneelgroep
Oostpool
Committee member, Stichting Toneelhuis Arnhem
Chair of Stichting Kunstcollectie Essent-Enexis
M.J. (Jolanda) Poots-Bijl
(1969, Dutch nationality)
Date of first appointment: 1 September 2011
Second term ends in 2017
Chair of the Audit Committee
Member of the Executive Board and CFO, Ordina N.V.
Board member, Stichting ING Aandelen
Member of the Supervisory Board, Blokker Holding B.V.
J.P.H.J. (Jean) Vermeire
(1944, Belgian nationality)
Date of first appointment: 1 October 2007
Third term ends in 2018
Member of the Audit Committee
Gas and LNG Consultant
Senior Fellow, Energy Delta Institute
Unpaid:
Honorary President, International Group of LNG Importers
(GIIGNL)

M.M. (Martika) Jonk
(1959, Dutch nationality)
Date of first appointment: 1 October 2013
First term ends in 2017
Chair of the Remuneration, Selection & Appointments
Committee
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Partner, CMS Derks Star Busmann N.V.
Member of the Supervisory Board, St. Antonius Ziekenhuis
W.J.A.H. (Willem) Schoeber
(1948, Dutch and German nationality)
Date of first appointment: 1 October 2013
First term ends in 2016
Member of the Audit Committee
Consultant at Dr. Willem Schoeber Unternehmensberatung
Non-executive member of the Board of Directors, Neste Oil
Oyj (Helsinki, Finland)
Non-executive chair of the Board of Directors, EWE Turkey
Holding AS,(Istanbul, Turkey)
Non-executive chair of the Board of Directors, Bursagaz AS,
(Bursa, Turkey)
Non-executive chair of the Board of Directors, Kayserigaz
AS,(Kayseri, Turkey)
D.J. (Dirk Jan) van den Berg
(1953, Dutch nationality)
As of 1 January 2015: Vice-Chair
Date of first appointment: 1 October 2014
First term ends in 2019
Member of the Remuneration, Selection & Appointments
Committee
Chair of the University Board, TU Delft, until 1 September
2015
Chair of the Executive Board, Sanquin Bloedvoorziening (as
of 1 September 2015)
Unpaid:
Member of the International Advisory Board, PolyU, Hong
Kong
Member of the International Visitor’s Program Advisory
Board, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Chair, Atlantische Commissie
Member of the European Integration Committee of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Advisory Council on
International Affairs
Member of the International Advisory Board, Moscow
Institute of Physics and Technology
Member of the Foundation Board, Unesco-IHE

Composition of the Executive Board
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J.J. (Han) Fennema
(1964, Dutch nationality)
Chair of the Executive Board since 1 March 2014

Statement of the Executive Board

Portfolios:
Ü Business units (GTS, Gasunie Deutschland and
Participations & Business Development)
Ü Strategy
Ü Safety
Ü Human Resources

The members of the Executive Board hereby declare that, to the best of their knowledge,

Other commitments:
Ü Member of the Supervisory Board, Energy Delta
Institute
Ü Member of the Advisory Board, Clingendael
International Energy Programme
Ü Member of the Shareholders’ Committee, Nord
Stream AG
Ü Committee member, Koninklijke Vereniging van
Gasfabrikanten in Nederland (KVGN)

I.M. (René) Oudejans
(1961, Dutch nationality)
CFO and member of the Executive Board since 1 October
2012
Portfolios:
Ü Finance
Ü Treasury
Ü Operations
Ü Projects
Ü ICT
Ü Legal Affairs
Other commitments:
Ü Board member, Pensioenfonds N.V. De
Nederlandse Gasunie
Ü Member of the Supervisory Board, Zorggroep
Alliade (as of 1 July 2015)

(as defined by Section 5:25c, paragraph 2(c) of the Dutch Act on Financial Supervision)

1.

t he annual financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and
result of the company and the undertakings included in the consolidation taken as a whole; and that
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2. t he annual report includes a fair review of the position on the balance sheet date and the developments
during the financial year of the company and the undertakings included in the consolidation taken as a
whole, and that the annual report describes the material risks which the company faces.

J.J. Fennema, Chairman
I.M. Oudejans

Groningen, the Netherlands
16 March 2016

